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EDITORIAL

THE ONLY WAY TO STOP OUR
PEOPLE LEAVING

0 NE   OF   THE   GREAT
merits     of    Rabbi     Dr.
Jonathan   Sacks'   Jewish

Continuity initiative is that it is not
merely about Jewish education but
about outreach.  It embodies an un-
derstanding,  perhaps  Lubavitch  in
origin, that all the scliools and s4!t/s
in the  world  cannot by themselves
stem      the      tide      of     apathy,
assimiliation and out-marriage. We
will get nowhere by staying where
the  buildings are.  We have to  start
where the Jews are.

Ensuring  Jewish  Continuity  be-
gins with outreach.

To  children  who  can  make  no
connection obetween  what  they  are
taught about Judaism and the  real-
ity  of  their  lives  and  homes.   To
children who  experience no  mean-
ingful   Jewish   learning   at  all.   To
teenagers   for  whom    Bcr;-in;.fzvcz4
proves to be a  s4zf/ leaving certifi-
cate  and  for  whom  existing  youth
movements,  however  good,  offer
no  attraction.

To  young  men  and  women  cut
adrift from all Jewish contact at col-
lege  and  university  and  to  school
and  college  leavers  both  at  work
and unemployed. To those seeking
partners and those who find that the
community  offers  little  to  singles.
To  young  couples  for  whom  ca-
reers and home building leave little
time for Judaism and who find the
community offers little for their age
group.

To  families  questioning  the  rel-
evance  and  value  of  Judaism  to
themselves  and  their  children.  To
single parents.  To  those  belonging
to   sexual   minorities.   To  the   out-
married.

To  the  unemployed.  To  the  dis-
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tressed.  To  the  disadvantaged.  To
the widowed. To the retired.

To  those  who  find  belief  diffi-
cult.   To   those   who   have   never
found  any  meaningful  content  to
their Jewish  identity.  To  estranged
secular  Jews  and  uninvolved  aca-
demics.

To the isolated. To the elderly.
The  list  is  by  no  means  exhaus-

tive.   It   is   sobering   and   hugely
challenging.

And who is, today, best equipped
to mount an effective outreach cam-
paign?  It  is  surely  the  Progressive
Movements  and  Progressive  syna-
gogues. For effective outreach must
involve  a  recognition  that  not just
continuity but understanding, posi-
tive  response  and  change  may  be
needed.

The  change  that  was  imperative
in the creation of complete equality
between women and men. Progres-
sive   Judaism   has   made   giant
advances  in  ending  discrimination
against  women   and  has   brought
women  into  the  religious,  profes-
sional  and  voluntary  leadership  of
the community.

The  changes  in  Jewish  law  that
were essential to end the cruel  and
unjustifiable   misfortunes   of  the
czg£/#cz4  (the "chained wife" whose
husband will not agree to a divorce)
and the indefensible disadvantages
heaped on  mcz#zze;-j.in,  the  children
of prohibited relationships.

The  change  in  outlook  that  al-
lows for a renewed emphasis on the
ancient Jewish values of social jus-
tice  and  /I.4'4zf;7  o/a;77,  the  repair  of
the world. This has lead to pioneer-
ing  programmes  for  the  homeless
and the unemployed.

The change brought about by the

establishment of the  State of Israel
and  the  growing  recognition  that
Jewish  life  can  be  transformed  by
the  renaissance  of Jewish  learning
and culture in Israel and a new part-
nership   between   Israel   and   the
diaspora.

The change  implicit  in the unre-
served  acceptance  of our  place  as
an  integi.al  part  of Britain's  multi-
ethnic,   multi-religious   society.
Progressive   Judaism   has   led   the
way  in  inter faith  dialogue  and  un-
derstands the part we  must play  in
creating  a  coalition  of religions  to
assert a global ethic.

Change  through  the  application
of modern educational, youthwork,
leadership  and  management  skills
to  enhance  the  quality  of Judaism
transmitted   through   our   institu-
tions.

The changes in religious outlook
and understanding that have flowed
from bringing the  fruits  of modern
scholarship  to  bear  on  our  knowl-
edge  of  tlie    ro;-c7/7   and  the  Bible,
from  cleansing belief of tlie  super-
stitious    and    the    childish    and
recognising  the  need  to  engage  in
dialogue  with  congregants  experi-
encing doubt and uncertainty.

The  changes to  our services  and
liturgy  that  are  essential  to   make
them  compreliensible  and  able  to
speak  to  minds  and  hearts  at  the
turn of this millennium.

The change that flows from treat-
ing Jews as mature, responsible and
discriminating  adults.

The  programme,  tlie  manifesto,
the blend of old and  new,  continu-
ity and change, undoubtedly exists.
That  outreach  campaign  must  now
be launclied in earnest.



Alexandra Wright

FEBRUARY    1992,    the   Chief

r#Obi;cpTrJon:,;hani£:kslajucn:i::
Community'.   Chaircd   by   Rosalind
Preston, the project's aim was `to reach
out   and   embrace   the   concerns   and
opinions of Jewish women irrcspccti\'e
of their  backgrounds.'   It  covered  five
areas:    Education,   Synagogue   and
Religious   Matters.   Social   Issues,   the
Family   and     Ge/   (Jewish    divorce
document)  and  Ag!w?c7/7  (the  `chaincd'
wife).   The   teams   assigned   to   each
subject   met   professionals,   but   more
importantly,    as   many    women    as

possible   of  different   ages,   affiliation
and geographical  areas. The  results of
these   meetings   are   contained   in   the
Re\iie\\i   and   Recommendci[ions.  The
results  of a  survey  of Jewish  women,
which      was      conducted      through

questionnaires,   arc   recorded   in   the
Sur\>ey  Repor[.

As   a   reflection   of  the   position   of
Anglo-Jewish women, the Rc7\'/.tJttJ is an
unbelievably    sad    document.    The
unhappiness,     frustration,     anger,
depression,loneliness,  ignorance,  dis-
illusion and tragedy in the lives of many
Jewish   women   in  this  country,  made
mc weep at times.  And there are many
unanswered   questions.   Why   is   there
such  confusion  between  the  values  of
Judaism,  on  the  one  hand  and  social
and emotional attitudes and feelings on
the other?  Why is there such a discrep-

I ancy between the aims of Jewish  edu-
cation   f`or   girls   and   the   practical
implcmentation   of  that   education   in
terms of synagogue and prayer involve-
ment?   Do   women   realise   that   while
expressing such enormous dissatisfac-
tion   with  their  lot,   at  the  same  time
some  of them  were  "unequivocally  in
favour  of  maintaining  the  status  quo
and  preserving  the  traditional  style  of
the  synagogue  service,  organised  and
run  by  men".2  What  is  the  purpose  of
/7o/crkfeaA   when   it  must  always  be   in
conflict  with  the  needs  of` 55%  of the
Jewish population?  Why,  when ortho-
dox  scholars in the  United  States have
suggested   reforms   in   the   areas   of
;I?e/?j./z¢4 (arrangements for the separa-
tion of women and men for prayer) and
crg!f;2o/ among others,  is  British  ortho-
doxy   failing   to   think   creatively   or
courageously  in  such  areas?.`  Why  are
all sections of the Jewish establishment
failing   to   attract   sjngle   women   or
women graduates?  An  interesting stat-
istic   reveals   that   20%   of  orthodox
women,  39°/o  of Progressive  and  64%
of  unaffiliated   hold   a   university   de-

gree.4   How   can   an   institution   which
prides  itself on  preserving  a  rabbinic
ethos  perpetuate  the  disability  of`  the
/7?a;72ze;., the stigmatised child of a for-
bidden union? According to the Rev/.ew

(page  R  13):  `The present situation  re-
lating to  Agrf#o/ has,  particularly  over
the  past  two  decades,  resulted  in  the

t)irth     of    thousands    of    children
halachically  deemed  #?cr#zze7-z.;7z'.  This
is scandalous, especially when we4'#ow
that  there  are   /7cz/cr4fe;.c  remedies  and
that in some parts of the United States
cases of /7zc}#3zc/.i// hardly ever occur.5

Most  of these  questions  arise  from
orthodox problems  and therefore,  one
might argue, have little to do with Pro-

gressive  Judaism.  But  if the  concerns
voiced in the Rev/.ew are to be believed
-and why should women fabricate their
stories? -then it is about time our own
community  woke  up  to  the  reality  of
Jewish life  in  London and in the prov-
inces. There may be some women who
are satisfied with their role in or out of
the community -the 90/o of.ultra-ortho-
dox   women,   for  example.   But   the
majority of Jewish women from central
orthodoxy, while not all  victims of re-
calcitrant husbands,  feel  that from the
moment of birth, they are relegated to
an inferior religious and social status to
men.

And this is where Progressive Juda-
ism   must  stop  pussy-footing  around
orthodoxy  to  such  a  ridiculous  extent
and start to assert its identity even more
strongly  in  the  face  of opposition  and

prejudice,   which   is   still,   alas,   wide-
spread.  It is against our very nature to
speak  authoritatively.  We  do  not  im-

pose our views on others, we teach our
rabbis and our children to listen to the
views  of  others.   But  on  one  thing   I
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think we can speak with conviction -to

give  the   message  that  a   progressive
form of Judaism can have profound re-
ligious meaning for the individual.

The S„rve}J Repor/ bears this out rea-
sonably well for non-orthodox women.
The  statistics  on   synagogue  satisfac-
tion  show  43%  of United  Synagogue
women who expressed satisfaction with
the  synagogue  they  attended,  51%  of
women   affiliated  to  other  orthodox
synagogues,  69%  of Reform  women,
79%   of  Liberal   women   and   81°/o  of
Masorti   women.   What  about  the   re-
maining 3 I % of Reform women? Why
are  we  not  satisfying  them?  That  is
something for the Reform movement to
consider.   However,   balanced  against
this,   affiliated   women   were   asked
which  type  of  synagogue  they  found
acceptable.  The  results  showed  a  sub-
stantial       proportion      of      United
Synagogue members (44%) and Other
Orthodox  members  (290/o)  identifying
a   Progressive  synagogue  as  the  type
that  best  meets  their  needs.6   So,  an-
other   question   is:   why   aren't   wc
packing  them  in  jf they  like  us?  And
what  do  we  need  to  do  to  persuade
women and usually their families, that

joining a Reform or Liberal synagogue
is  not  to  slip  down  the  mountain  of
respectability,   whatever  their  friends
tell them.

Currently, the  Reform  movement  is
experiencing a  period of growth  in  its
membership  and  the  popular  view  is
that within a generation or two, Reform
will   command   a   larger  membership
than  the  United  Synagogue.  But  how
loyal will this newly enlarged member-
ship  continue  to  be  to  Reform?  Will
subsequent   generations   maintain   the
afflliation  of their parents?  ln  keeping
with   the   American   experience   of
intergenerational   shifts  in   synagogue
affiliation, the Sff;.vey suggests that the
British  Jewish  community  is  moving
away  from  the  more traditional  forms
of Judaism at roughly the same rate as
Jews  in  the  USA  and  that  neither the
Central  Orthodox  nor the  Progressive
Movements  retain  the  loyalty  of more
than about 60% of the women raised in
their  denominations.   These  data  also
imply  that  the  current  growth  in  the
Reform share of the market arises from
the generational shift from Orthodox to
Reform.   But,   on  present  trends,  this
will  itself`be eroded  as children  raised
in Reform homes move into Liberal or
unaf`filiated categories in the  next gen-
eration. This speaks for itself.

Although the link did not seem to be
made anywhere in the Report, the `ero-
sion'   can   be   laid   at   the   door   of  a
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weakening  sense  of Jewish  belief and

practice. Again and again, the statistics
revealed a strong sense of `ethnicity' as
opposed to religious belief. ` In the sam-

ple  as  a  whole,  there  are  remarkably
high levels of ethnic identification and
far  weaker  levels   of  religious   faith.
Thus  over 90% of respondents  have a
strong desire  for the  Jewish people  to
survive; they wish to identify with other
Jews and say that they `feel Jewish in-
side'.   However,   less   than   one   third
agree  with  statements  concerning  the
existence  of God  or  the  special  rela-
tionship  betwee.n  God  and  the  Jewish

people...,
This must lead  us to ask how a ;.e/;.-

gz.o# can be transmitted when it is based
primarily on ethnicity and ritual?  If, as
the   Sw/rye)/  Rcpo;./    suggests,   British
Jewish women are on average agnostic,
then   how   can   educational   values  -
whether in  part-time  or full-time  Jew-
ish   education  -  be   harmonised  with
family values?

And perhaps even more critical, how
can  there  be  consonance  between  be-
lief and practice w/./4/.# the home?

The   increasing  trend   of  intermar-
riage        was        noted        and        the
recommendations suggested preventive
measures  for young people  and  coun-
selling services to be made available to
individuals and families affected by in-
termarriage. What might a Progressive
recommendation  be  in  this  area?  We
would certainly endorse the creation of
educational   programmes   seeking   to
`enhance pride  in Jewish  identity,  cut-

ture,  history  and  community'.9  Would
we go further?  Some kind of religious
ceremony  for  those  who  desperately
want their union to be sanctified in the
eyes of God? A more aggressive outreach
policy towards would-be converts?

While some of the recommendations
in the area of Religious Practice in Tra-
ditional  Orthodoxy  were  specific,  e.g.
the need for special prayers for the loss
of a  baby,  others  were  very  general,
unable  to  ask  for  anything  more  than

guidance on the participation of women
in  #2ftavo/  associated  with  festivals  or
rites of passage.

Here  we  would  do  well  to  consider
what   recommendations   progressive
women  might  make  within  their  own
communities:  ceremonies  to  mark  the
birth  of a  female  child  to  correspond
with b;.jt #2f./czfe,  raising the  level  of ex-

pectation  for a  girl's  education  to  that
of a  boy's.  Some  Reform  synagogues
still  have a  significant drop-out rate of

girls  before   Bcr/  A4;./zvczfe.  We  need  to
induct women and men in the ethos of
Reform  Judaism,  so  that  they  under-

stand  where  Reform  comes  from  and
what  it means to be  Reform.  We  need
to conduct a greater number of educa-
tional   programmes   about   women   in
Jewish history, women and the #i/./zvo/.
And we must help women to cope with
life   crises   both   through   support   and
through  education  and raising the pro-
file of women rabbis in the community.

The   issue   of`  faith   development   is
clearly a very important one if Judaism
rather  than    y/.c7d/.5`/?4e/t  is   to   survive.
How does one fight a war against reli-

gious scepticism, especially if you shun
religious fanaticism at the other end of
the  spectrum?  Can  Progressive  Juda-
ism combine the Maimonidean ideal of
rationalism   and   profound   belief?   Of
course  the  answer  is  YES.  But  are  we

proclaiming    our    message    loudly
enough?  I  don't think we are.

Rosalind  Preston's  Rev;.ew  is a  very
diffuse work, reflecting the diffuseness
of   our   Anglo-Jewish   community.
Whatever its  detractors say  and  what-
ever  its  difficulties,  it  has  to  be  taken
seriously.   Here   is   a   real   catalyst   for
change -particularly for the orthodox.
Can the Chief` Rabbi address himself to
the   recommendations?   Can   we   trust
that  he  will  take  speedy  action  to  ease
the ge//c7g!/#a/7  problems,  when  he de-
nies women the use of a Se/e;. ro;.c7/I at
their services?

All   womeii.   whatever  their  affilia-
tion  or non-affiliation,  have a duty not
to let this Rapo;./ slip away.  It is our last
chance for the fiiture of a Judaism with
integrity and justicel

Alex8Indra  "'r.ight    is   Rabl]i   o.I.  Radlell   tinal
BLishe.\i    Re/.ol.In    S}`nagogLie.    She    lecliii.es    in

Classical   I]el)I.e\`'   (11   I.eo   Baeck   College.   She

I.ecen[ly   piiblished   a   chap[el.   on    ..Women   in
JLidaisln..inwomen.inRct-igiv\or\`ediledb.\Ijean
Holm   \`'ilh   John   Bo\\'kei.    (Pinler    Pill)lishel.s.

1994).   IIel.   In(iin   I()I)ic   o.I.  inlel.esl   remains   lh('

Mahal.al   o.I.   PI-(igiie   \\.ho   \\'(is   decidedl\.   {inli-

l`eminisl.
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TONY  BLAIR'S  NEW  VISION
for  the  Labour  Party  is  said  to
owe  much  to  the  traditions  of

Christian  socialism.  A  great  deal  has
been  made  of  his  own  faith  and  the
influence upon him as a young man of a

particular  Christian  thinker  whom  he
happened to get to know well.  What is

perhaps less appreciated is that the new
political  agenda   is  also  a  particularly
Jewish   agenda.   And   it   is   surely   no
coincidence   that   some   of  the   most

prominent enthusiasts who are trying to
propel  public  life  in this new direction
are Jews.

The   new   political   buzz-words   are
community,  responsibility  and  obliga-
tion.  There  is  a  feeling  that  wc  have
allowed  community  to  wither  and  in
some   cases   perish.   The   bonds   that
should  bind   us,   individual   to   family,
family  to  neighbourhood,   neighbour~
hood to the wider society, have become
f`ragile  and  eroded.   Wc  have  become
selfish, greedy and permanently discon-
tented.  Everyone appears to be  out for
him  or  herself.  Our  material  standard
of living is higher than it has ever been
before.   We   are   living   longer   and
healthier  lives  than   ever  before.   Yet
cynicism  is  our stock-in-trade.  Wc  are
alienated  from  authority,  politics  and
each  other.   How  does  this  all   fit  to-

gether?
Families   are   disintegrating.   More

and  more people  are getting divorced.
More and more are cohabiting. Women
are  choosing  to  have  babies  with  no
father  around  to  bring  baby  up.  Chil-
dren    are   being    shunted   betwccn
stepf.amilies   like   unhappy   bundles,
dumped on the doorsteps of absent par-
ents,   running   away   from   home   to
escape  the  often  rescntcd  or  abusing
stepfather.   More   and   more   are   left
alone  or  with  unsuitable  carers  while
their  mothers  work.  Working  parents

Melanie Phillips

have  less  and  less  time  to  spend  with
their children.

Childhood   distress   is   increasing.
There  is  more  childhood  depression,
more   eating   disorders   and   suicides.
More children are getting into drugs or

glue snif.fing.  There is more childhood
violence  and  disturbance  and  there  is
more juvenile  crime  and  disorder.  Yet
at the same time we are more careful to
protect  children's  rights  than  ever be-
fore. The Children Act enshrines those
rights in statute.  In theory, children arc
better off than they have ever been.  So
how does all  this add up?

We  say  mentally  ill  or handicapped

people have equal  rights to  liberty and
independence.  Yet they are  wandering
the  streets  and  sleeping  in  cardboard
boxes.  We  want  more  public  services,
more houses, better schools, more hos-

pital  beds.  Yet  we  do  not  want to pay
more  taxes   and   have   repeatedly   re-
elected   a   government   committed   to
reducing  public  expenditure.  So  what
is  going  on  here?  How  come  we  are

giving  ourselves  more  and  more  and
yet appear to be ending up, in  some of
the  most  significant  areas  of our lives,
with less and less?

The  answer,  according  to  the  new
thinking,  is that we have  damaged the
equilibrium between rights and respon-
sibilities that  makes  a  healthy  society.
We have created a rights-based culture
that  has  tipped  the  balance  too  far  in
one   direction.   This   was   itself   an
understandable reaction  against authori-
tarianism,   the   abuse   of  power   that
deprived people of essential freedoms,
both   political   and   social.   But   in   the

process  we  forgot  that  liberty  can  so
easily  slip  over  into  licence,  that  the

pursuit   of  f`ulfilment   for  one   person
might cause adverse consequences for
someone  else.  We  forgot  our  obliga-
tions towards each other.

This loss of equilibrium has occurred
on  both  sides  of the  political   divide.
According  to  Michael  Sande],  one  of
the  American  thinkers  who  has  been
constructing the new analysis, the cult
of the  individual  produced  economic
libertarianism on the political right and
social libertarianism on the left. In Brit-
ish terms,  it  meant that both right  and
left  ~  which  imagined  they  were  on
opposing sides -were merely deliver-
ing complementary pr.ogrammes on the
Me  society  agenda.  Thatcherism  gave
us economic individualism, a culture in
which  it became acceptable to  feather
your  own   nest  regardless  of  anyone
else, in which there was simply no place
for people who were not successful and
did not make money.

Many of us abhorred that and called
it   greed.   But   many   opponents   of
Thatcherism  subscribed  to  the  mirror
image in the social sphere -egalitarian
individualism. To eradicate stigma and
discrimination,  each  lifestyle  became
just  as  valid  as  any  other.  Individual
fulfilment became the supreme goal of
goals.   Anything   that   fettered   that
fulfilment was authoritarian and unac-
ceptable.  Morality was privatised into
individual   lifestyle   choice.   Marriage

partners became eminently discardable
in the  interests of personal  crdz//Z satis-
faction.   Intolerance  was  the  cardinal
sin. It became so important not to upset
separated   parents  by  implying  their
children  were  suffering  that  the  pre~
tence  was  created  that  their  children
did not suffer.

What   has   happened   now   is   that
people have begun to realise that com-
munity and society have been damaged
by  the  confluence  of  both  economic
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owc7 social  individualism,  by both  right
a/?c7    left.   Thinkers,   particularly   in
American   philosophy   and   sociology
departments,   have   been   groping  to-
wards   a  third   way,   neither  state  nor
market,  neither authoritarian nor liber-
tartan,  but  based  on  a  rediscovery  of
community through networks of social
responsibility and reciprocal obligations.
It   is  a   movement  which  goes  by  the
unlovely name ofcommunitarianism.

So  where,  you  might  ask,  do  Jews
come  into  all  this?  Well,  it  would  be
wrong to label this a Jewish movement
because some of its principal architects,
such   as   the   philosopher   Alasdair
Maclntyre   or  the   sociologist   Robert
Bellah,  are  not  Jewish.  And  some  of
the   main   opponents   of  this   com~
munitariaii   philosophy   happen   to   be
Jews.   But   among   the   big   hitters   of
communitarianism,  Jews  are  very  vis-
ible.  Michael  Sandel  is Jewish, as is the

philosopher Michael Walzer. The Eng-
lish  political  thinker  David  Selbourne
recently published his book,  7l/2e P;./.#-
c/.p/e o/Di//j;, which explicitly wrapped
his critique of our rights-based culture
in Jewish values.

All these people have been influenc-
ing  Labour Party thinkers, particularly
Cordon  Brown  and through  him Tony
Blair.  It was a critique which appeared
to  them  to  of`fer  the  party  a  new  Big
Idea,  desperate  as  they  were  to  turn
Labour  away  as  much   from   its  own
historic  allegiance  to  state  control   as
from  the  free-market  ideology  of the
Conservative Party.  Basing community
on  networks of responsibility  for each
other  had  obvious  attractions.  But  the

person who has perhaps been the most
influential  in this process is a German-
Jewish-Israeli-American   sociologist
called  Amitai  Etzioni.

It is Etzioni who, through books such
as The Moral Diinension andThe Spii.i[
o/Co#„7z!„„./j;,  has  fleshed  out  in  the
most   practical   terms   how   reciprocal
obligations  should  translate  into  poli-
cies  to  govern  our  everyday  lives.  Hc
calls  for greater responsibility  in  fam-
ily   life   and   child-rearing   and   says
divorce should be discouraged. On wel-
fare,   he   says   people   should   hclp
themselves and then be helped by those
closest  to  them  before  the  state  gets
involved.   He   advocates   community
service,   parental   participation   and
moral education in schools and the pub-
]jc    humiliation    of   criminals   as    a

constructive   and   cf.fcctive   alternative
to  imprisonment.   He  aims  to  cducatc

people  about  the  consequences  of not
paying taxes so that they will stop evad-
ing   them.    Hc    wants,    in    sliort`   to
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reawaken  conscience  in  the  service  of
civic order.

Etzioni   was   born   in   Germany   in
1929.   His   parents   fled   to   Palestine
where he fought with the I/ogcr#cr/? be-
fore   moving   to   America   to   teach
sociology.  He served as a White House
adviser in the Carter administration and
now  once  again  his  ideas  have  some

powerful   supporters  on   Pennsylvania
Avenue -Washington's Downing Street
-   influencing   President   Clinton's
"tough love" domestic policies.  In Brit-

ain,  they  have  chimed  perfectly  with
the   Christian   e.thical   socialism   sub-
scribed to by Cordon Brown and Tony
Blair.  So again, while this is not a Jew-
ish  agenda as  such,  there  are  powerful
common  threads binding the Christian
and  Jewish   traditions.   They   concern

problems,   as   Chief  Rabbi   Jonathan
Sacks  suggested  in   1990  in  his  Reith
Lectures, which may surface in the poli-
tical   arena   but   are   actually   cultural,
moral   and   ultimately   religious   prob-
lems.  So  they  require  cultural,  moral
and ultimately religious solutions.

Sacks   is   playing   an   increasingly

prominent  role  in  this  new  thinking,  a
fact  which   is   not   without   its  signifi-
cance.  He  is the one religious leader to
have enthusiastically and publicly iden-
tified himself.with this agenda.  He is ill
the  process  of becoming  its  informal
and c7e/c7c/o spiritual  leader.  Why? We
know  this  is  not  exclusively  a  Jewish
moral   programme.   So   where   is   the
Church   of  England   in   this   process?
Why  is  the  Archbishop  of Canterbury
not playing this role?

One  could  argue  that  it  is  simply  a

question  of personalities.   Archbishop
Carey   is   not   renowned   as   a   great
thinker. The ]cadcr of Britain's Roman
Catholics,  Cardinal   Hume,  is  a  subtle
operator  who  prefers  to  work  behind
the scenes. Jonathan Sacks, by contrast,
has a distinguished background in aca-
demic   philosophy   and   is   keen   on
Alasdair  Maclntyre  and  that  stable  of
thinkers.   Hc  is  also  a  born  communi-
cator.  But there  is more to it than that.

In America, as Jonathan Sacks noted
in  The  Persis[ence  of Faith,  much  oF
this  analysis   of  society   is   conducted
within   a   religious,   Christian   frame-
work.   Religion  and  culture  appear  to
be much more closely intertwined thcrc
than  they  arc  here.  In  Britain,  by  con-
trast,  Christian  analysis  is  relegated  to
the  outer  fringes.  It  is  simply  not  cen-
tral   to   our  cultural   and   civic   debate.
Why that should bc is not entirely clear.
I    have   heard   suggestions   that   tlic
Church of Eiigland has eroded the clar-
itv   of   its   iiioral   values   because   its

position as the cstablishcd state church
has  left  it  fatally open to the prevailing
secular culture of moral relativism. An-
other  suggestion  is  that  Christianity  is
so  wrapped  up  with  altruism  that  it  is
unable to  engage  properly  with  the  di-
lemmas thrown up by a society wedded
to  individualism.  Whatever  the  expla-
nation, it appears to bc unable to play a
central   moral   role   in   this  developing
analysis.

Judaism, on the other hand,  is  ideal-
ly placed for the new politics in  Britain.
It  is  all  about  the  relationship  bctwccn
the  indi\'idual`  the  family and the com-
munity.  It lays down as its ccntra]  tcnct
adhcrencc   to   a   body   of  law.   Law,
morcovcr,  which  is  not  policcd  by  su-

pcrnatural    notions   of   llcllfirc   and
damnation   but   whicli   depends  above
all  upon  self-discipline,  upon  self-im-

posed  boimdaries  for bchavjour which
guarantcc the survival  of a society.  We
may   have   our   little   local   difficulties
with  the  London  Bc>/ D/./z,  but  not  cvcn
they  act  as  the  gatekeepers  for  souls.
And as Sacks points out, although Juda-
ism   embodies   a   distinctive   vision   of
society.   it   cannot  be   neatly  corralled
into  conventional  political  categories.
Earlier this cciitury,  it  was strongly  as-
sociated  with  socialism  because  of its
emphasis on compassion and social jus-
tice.   Under   Thatcherism,   it   became
identified  with the  New  Right because
of its onir)hasis on  individual  responsi-
bility.

The   truth   is   tliat   Judaism   is   con-
cerned  witli  iiioral  ecology.  That  lends
it  a  chamclcon  cli€`racter as  far as  poli-
tics is conccrncd. Given  its strong roots
in faniily and comniunity obligations, it
is  clcar  that  Judaism  is  ideally  placcd
to  provide the  moral  ecology  of a  new

political  scttlcmcnt  in  Britain  betwccn
the individual and the state.  It would do

our  society  soilie  good.  It  might  i`\.cn
do  !/.`  some  good.

Although  as  one  mordant  obscrvcr
rcmarkcd.  "They  ha\'c  b]amcd  us  for
everything   clsc   so    I    expect   thcy'Il
blame   us   for   tliis   as   well".   Hcrc   lie

great   possibi]itjcs.   but   also   alarming
dangcrsl
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THE TWO FACES OF A
GERMAN TOWN

Guy W. Rammenzweig

"Within  my  walls  a  nioni,iinen(  and  a

memol-ial   (yad   vashem,   lilerally   a
hand and a  naiiie) " lsz\li\h Ch.56 v5.

W:u:i"ry:hs:::a-:e?:ss:ee:pTl:H::
you  to  a  photograph  which  shows the
synagogue at Essen.  I live in Essen and
after   I   was   first   confronted  by  that

picture it riever stopped being with me.
The   synagogue  at  Essen,   headed  by
Edna Brocke, an Israeli scholar, is now
a   town   council   sponsored   centre   of
learning, documentation and venue for
various  cultural  events  related  to  the
themes of Judaism and Israel, Holocaust
and anti-Semitism. Each time I go there I
think of Yad Vashem.

A memory to last, a hand and a name
-this is very much on my mind and in
my heart as one who lives and works in
a big German town these days.

Essen, a town of some 600,000 peo-
ple,  shows  the  German  situation  in  a
peculiar  way.   Before  the   Holocaust
5000  Jewish  citizens  lived  here.  The
Jewish  history  of the  town  speaks  of
the  Hirschfeld banking family,  speaks
of  Rabbi  Samuel,  speaks  of the  poor
quarters  with Jewish  immigrants from
Poland,  speaks  of the  Jewish  schools
and synagogues and ... the Great Syna-

gogue,  built  in   1913,  the  pride  of the
Essen  Jewry  with  its  liberal  religious
features.   It  speaks  of businesses  and
shops, of a Jewish citizenry that devel-
oped  with  Krupp's  steel  production  in
this thriving town...

But      it      speaks      also      of     the
Krisfallnachf  (November,   \938)  at-
tacks   on   the   synagogue   and   Jewish
homes,   speaks  of  the   deportation   of
3000 Jews which took place in full day-
light,  directly  from  the  main  railway
station.  So much is history.

And what is the story today?
We  now  have  a  small  Jewish  com-

munity  with  a  new  synagogue  and  a
centre  built  in  the  mid-fifties.  Around
250-300  members  presently  form  the
Jewish  congregation.  In  the  last  three

years,the  numbers  have  almost  tripled
with the inflow of Russian immigrants.
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Still,  the congregation cannot afford a
rabbi  and the  regional  rabbi  in  charge
has to cater for a constituency as large
as  the  entire  Northern  counties  of the
Rhine  river  area.  He  lives  in  Aachen,
on the Belgian-German border and sees
the  community  only  on  special  occa-
sions.   For  the  high  holidays,   cantors
from  Antwerp  or  Amsterdam  are  in-
vited.  Most regular services are  led by
a non-professional cantor.

When you go to the Kabbalat Shab-
bcr/  or  the  Saturday   Sfecrkfecr;.zt  service

you have to pass police or security con-
trols.  In the  synagogue  you  will  find a
special   group  of.  worshippers:   along-
side the quorum of halakhical]y Jewish
men there are usually two to three times
as many "other" people:  Russian fami-
lies   with   their  relatives   and   friends,
Jewish   and   non-Jewish   alike   and   a
small crowd of christian visitors.

But the  synagogue - with  its  mixed
German~Russian membership,  with  its

prayers and its policed access and with
its group of non-Jewish guests ~ is only
one  part  of a  kind  of Jewish  "double-

presence" jn the town. There is also the
old or former synagogue with its exhi-
bitions,   workshops  and  programmes:
its shrine is open and empty... But when

you ask anybody jn town about Jewish
life -the  answer  will  usually  refer to
the   much   more   visible   "Old   Syna-

gogue".   Indeed,  most  citizens   would
link Judaism to "museum" and Jews to
"Holocaust".   They   would   not   even

know  about  the  police  car  in  front  of
the present synagogue. And if they hap-

pen to see one at the door of the former
synagogue, they will think the mayor is
there  to  address  an  Israeli  delegation.
Essen is twinned with Tel  Aviv... These
two faces of the Jewish presence in my
town are a phenomenon which you will
find in other German towns -with the
exception  of Berlin,  Munich  and  per-
haps Frankfurt. There the larger Jewish
communities  have  a  new  visibility.  In
Essen  people  would  not  usually  know
if their neighbour is Jewish. You would
not   find   his   or  her   name   in   the   tel-
ephone  directory  -  one  way  to  keep
away hate and threat calls... And when

I, as a non-Jew, come to the synagogue
with my 4!.ppczfe on, some regular mem-
bers   ask   me   with   great   amazement:
"How do you dare wear it in the street?"

You  feel   a  highly  charged  atmos-
phere  once  you  have  come  to  tei.ms
with the fact that your town has a prac-
tising  Jewish   community   with   every
right  to  pursue  its  goals:  beyond  the
commemorative  dates  like  November
9th  and  the  annual  "Week  of Jewish-
Christian   Brotherhood",   beyond   the
coffee and tea receptions and the  Yid-
dish  songs and guest  speakers'  events
organised by the Jewish-Christian soci-
ety,  -  and  even  beyond  the  yearly
reunions with Holocaust survivors from
all parts of the world.

I   moved  around  in  these  circles  -
and  still  do.  But  some  few  moments
have  recently  taught  me  that  the  thin
layer  of  phi]o-semitism  not  only  has
cracks  in  its  shiny  surface  but  that  it
misleads  you  in  seeing  what  is  really

going on.
When  the  Gulf War  became  hot  in

1991   and   the   first   scuds   were   fired
against Tel Aviv, when the news broke
that  German  companies  had  supplied
the  Iraqi  generals  with  "combat  gas"
and   when   the   German   peaceniks
marched in the  streets and hung white
bedspreads from their windows to dem-
onstrate - what? -the fragile network
of Jewish-Christian  dialogue  was  put
to  a  severe  test.  The  strong  pro-Israel
feelings   of  earlier  years   were   dwin-
dling.  No masses of non-Jews showed
signs of solidarity orjoiiied the prayers
in the synagogue.  Instead, an old argu-
ment rose again and  it presented itself
in   assertions   like:   had   "the   Jews"
treated  "the   Palestinians"   in   a  better
way, maybe Saddam Hussein would not
have  been  able  to  organise  so  much
support  to  challenge  the  super-petrol-

Powers...
In Jewish-Christian working groups,

Jews   suddenly   found  themselves   re-

quired  to  apologise  or  to  declare  that
Israel  really  is  a  democracy  and  com-

plies with human rights. The Christians
who  in  this country  had  advocated the
cause   of  disarmament   were   actually
condemning the military campaign the
UN  had organised -they  labelled  it an
American  plot  to  safeguard  her  petrol
interests.   It  was  then  that  I  lost  some
friends from the German peace  move-
ment.   I   participated   in   a   pro-Israel
demonstration in Bonn -still quite con-.
fused  about  my  political  position,  but
well  aware of my need tojoin the local
congregational  group  which  had  hired
a coach to go to  Bonn.

Confini(ed on  next  I)age



The  second  test  to  which  I  saw  the
German public being put was the way it
responded to the  atrocious  murders  of
Turkish  children  and  women -at  first
at M6lln, then at  Solingen.  If you  want
to hear it for yourself, ask any German
about  this  -  and  four  out  of five  an-
swers  will  be:  "The  victims  were  not
Germans,   they   were   not   even   Jews!
What    has    that    to    do    with    anti-
Scmitism?„

After these  murders  I  went with my
colleague to a local  mosque. Our semi-
nary  would  regularly  bring  Christian
students   to  this  or  other  mosques   in
Essen  as  part  of an  intcrfaith  ]carning

programme  wc  introduced  into  pasto-
ral training.  So we went and cxpresscd
our   sympathy   and   condolcnccs   and
stayed  until  late  at  night,  participating
in  the  prayers,  sitting  and  talking  with
the   people   there.   Other   friends   ran
obituary ads with the names ofthc burnt

persons  and  added  their  own  names -
very much in the customary way a Ger-
man  family  would  cxprcss  mourning
and grief when a member dies.

Recently, the Ltibeck synagogue w'as
attacked with an incendiary dcvicc. The
German  media  do  iiot  mention  the  al-
most   weekly   dcsccr£`tions   of  Jewish
burial   grounds.   And  ill   Esseii.   stones
were thrown into the `.Old Synagoguc",
Shortly   after   that,   people   who   had
asked for asylum here tried to set fire to
the  building -hoping,  as  they  said,  to
advance  their  case  with  the  immigra-
tion     authorities.     Togcthcr     with
seniinary students we went there -only
to   learn   that   there  was   little   concern
being cxprcsscct by town officials about
thcsc cvcnts.

Later.   during   thc`   moiiths   that   fo1-
lowed    the    murders    lil    M6llii    and
Solingcn,  an  odd  competition  among
German towns started -which big city
was able to organisc the largest candle-
light  demonstration?  Munich  won  the

prize.    Berlin   excelled   in   having   the
usual   pro-   and   con   cvcnts:   the   state
leaders`  the cstablishcd parties and the
"socially  rclcvant groups"  had bravely

and firmly called for the great German
of.ficial demonstration and the anarchist
and lcftist groups had answcrcd it with
an   anti-hypocrisy   demonstration.   In
these candlelight chains and mass dcm-
onstrations,   Essi`n   held  a   rcspectablc
third  rank  when.  on  January  lst,1993,
a quarter million or so people froiii this
area   crowded   the   strccts   with   their

goodwill   and   lcftovcr   candles   from
Christmas, made the former synagogue
a "special  place" to go to on that occa-
sion  and  sang  some  of  the  would-be
Jewish tunes you find in C`hristian hymn

books these days.
Oh yes,  it felt good to be part of`the

good  people,   to   mark   your  distance
from the murderous crowd who chased
the  Vietnamese families in  Rostock or
threw the Africans out of their asylum
shelters  at  Hoyerswerda.  Names  like
these have become part of the liturgy of`
regret  among  the  "good  people".  Ac-
tors and other public persons,  football

players  and  popular  singers  went  on
TV  to  pronounce  how  friendly  they
were  with  foreigners  and  .Tews.  And  a

poster sponsored by concerned citizens
read:  Your car is Japanese, your pizza
is  Italian, your Christ is a Jew...

But the tests which the Gulf war and
the raids and murders of the years after
the German reunification had put to the
German public, revealed something else.
The  new  attitude  is  desperately  fragile
and  the   German   mind   still   seems   to
function more smoothly when  it comes
to   distinguishing   between   "us"   and
"them".

The public debate about who can bc
German   would   make   cvcry   ultra-
orthodox   hardliner   in   Israel   envious.
Germans still define themselves on the
basis of blood -if you  have  got  some
drops of "German" blood, you are in a
favourable position. Maybe you have a

great-great-great-grandfather who was
German?   Or  what   about   your  dog,
maybe a German shepherd?

Along  with  this  there  is  a  linguistic
and mental preoccupation with cleanli-
ness. The TV commercials and posters
in   the   street   speak   of  a   "bad   con-
science" if your lingerie is not perfectly
clean.   Think   of  the   bedspreads   the

peace   fundamentalists   were   hanging
out.  If a  thought,  an  idea  or a  philoso-

phy is well  argued, it is called a "clean"
theology or philosophy. And a problem
managed  cleverly  will  have  its  "clean
solution". This is how the German vcr-
nacular   works.   The   official   German
face  wants  to  be  a  clean  one,  a  good
One.

And   this   is   exactly   what   you   scc
when   the   good   official   events   are
arranged -like the "Week of christian-
Jewish  Brotherhood",  or the  "Week of
the  Foreign Fellow-Gtizcns".  The  Gcr-
mans       don't       mind       this       self-
contradiction.   Jews,   too,   arc   usually
called   "our  Jewish   fellow-citizens",
while the chairman of the German Jew-
ish  Council,  Ignatz  Bubis,  was  asked
why he  did  not  live  in  his  home  coun-
try,  Israel.  Another  date  to  show  your

good  intentions and  your good  face  is
the "9th of November".  It has been the
day  to  remember the  pogrom  in  1938
called "Crystal  Night".  Now many use

it to  remember the night in  1989 when
the  Berlin  wall  was  opened.  There  is
the  20th  July  when,  in   1944,  military
leaders bungled  Hitler's assassination.
These  dates  mark  events  for the  very
serious   business   of  official   remem-
brance   and   learning   the   lessons   of
history.  Ilighly  disputed, though,  still,
is May 8th, which to some is the day of
liberation  from  Nazi  rule - but  to  the
majority it remains the day of capitula-
tion.

In sharp contrast to these big official
memorial  dates  and  events,  I  see  and
experience the everyday remembrance,
observance and events.

During the Gulf War the  synagoguc
received offers from  families in town:
children from Israel were invited to ]ivc
here   in   safety   as   long  as   Israel   was
under  attack.  In  Cologne  a  local  rock
band  organised  a  rally  and  asked  the
audience to  talk  back  to  the  "normal"
everyday racism in pubs, at the baker's
shop,  in the schools.

But  it  would  never  make  it  into  the
media when you have to stop your cab
driver and  te]]  him  that  his joke  about
Turks stinks and that you prefer to walk
the  rest  of the  way.  In  Essen,  one  taxi
organisation became known for its spe-
cial   service:   on   request   they   would

provide rides with guaranteed German
drivers.

A   memorial  to  last,  a  hand  and  a
name.

My town -which is not a small towri
in Germany -has two ways to show its
face: there is the Sunday or official one
and  there  is  its  everyday  look.   It  is  a
very   delicate   art   here   to   celebrate
memory, to use or to avoid names.

But who v`Jill connect the name to the
hand  and  call  things  by  their  names?
The  successful  post-war  amnesia  and
the  confusion  of persecutors  with  the

pcrsccuted  will   go  on  as  long  as  the
business of two faces is functioning,  in
my town and in many others.

A  memory  -  a  hand  and  a  name:
what will bring your name to be recog-
niscd  and  your  memory  to  last,  who
will   teach   memory   to   live   from  the
hoart's  name,   gain  e[-haolam  natan
be/I.bc7/7?..   "He  has  also  set  eternity   in
their hearts". . . I

Ti.ained  as  (I  lheologian  and  `socio[ogisi  ili  Gel.-
;77fl/7iJ   c/;?d   //7c   U`S'A„      REV.    DR.   GUY    W.
RAivlMENZ,WHIG   is   lhe   PI.incipal   o/.  Ike
PI.edigel.semin(II.  (il  E.ssc>n.  Gel.man.\I.  A.I.ler  hii+.-

ing   \`'ol-keel    (Is    }'oillh    chaplain    and    parish

niinis[er  he  is  iio\\'  in  ch(il.ge  o|` the  lraining  o|.

minislel.s  in   his  chii].ch.   Ike   PI.o[eslanl  Chul.ch

o|. the  Rhine>l{Ind.  Fol.  moi-a  lhan   I 5  !ieal.s  he  h(is

l)c>c>n  in\'ol\'ed  in  Je\\'ish  -Chl.islian  dialogrie  and
h(is   in[I-odliced    inler|(iilh   ediicalion   inlo   the

I)(Islol-(il  li.(lining  pl.()gi.(imme  o./.  his  chill.ch.
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S§h;es:1:yaa:S:::Y::Yr;t€hr:ns;uAreg,;ci
around   me   than   I   am   today,   I   was
astonished,  as  were,  I  remember,  my
contemporaries  at  Leo  Baeck  College,
by  the  question  constantly  on  the  lips
of  an   American   graduate  philosophy
student  -  and   rabbi   to   boot  -  who
haunted the student comiiion room and
library  in  those  far  of.f`  West  London
Synagogiic days.  His question was -hc
was  finishing  a  thesis  and  desperately
needed   an   answer  -   "Do   we   Jews
bclic\Je  in  God?" At the time,  with  my
United  Synagoguc  background,  I  was
outraged.  Now,   I   find  the  question  in
all   its  stark  simr)licity  both   intelligent
and rclcvant.

When  I  rcccived  a  rcvicw  copy  of
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"Jewish Jdenfi{ies in the New Europe "

-   like   all   collections   of  articles   by

highly  uneven  contributors,  a  highly
uneven book but containing some first-
rate, fascinating material -I could not
help thinking of our old colleague with
his   seemingly   naive   and   repetitive

question. "Jewish Identities in the New
Europe" -do  we,  I  ask  myself -and
constantly   -   have   any   long-term
chance  of preserving  any  identity  at
all,  not  merely  in  the  "New"  Europe
but  in  the  old  Diaspora  as  a  whole?
And, further -and here  it gets shock-
ing -does it matter?

I  was asked to do "a spot of crystal
ball  gazing and trend spotting" in this
short  article.  So  here  I  go -with  this

proviso - that  a  prophet  "cAez ;7ozfs "
is supposed to be less a man who pre-

i-

dicts the future than a man who, by his
actions   in   the   present,   attempts   to
cfecz#ge the future -at least in its more
negative  aspects.  In  this  sense,  every
Jew and every rabbi  is  something of a
prophet.  But if our common goal  is to
change the future of the Jewish people
in the Diaspora, we are failing and -to
continue to shock -it is, in my opinion,
not even  our fault.  In  February of`this

year,   Shimon   Perez  revealed  to  the
Knesset,   the   Israel   parliament,   that,
since the end of the war, we have "lost"
two  million  Jews  worldwide.   Accor-
ding  to  the  best   available   statistics,
a further million will "disappear" over
the  next  twenty  years.   Sergio   Della-
pergola,   in   an   excellent   article   on
demographic trends in the book  "Jew-
ish Identities in the New Europe" only
dots  the  I's  and  crosses  the  T's  of a
situation clear to any Diaspora Jew with
eyes to see and ears to hear. An average
fertility rate of I .5  children per Jewish
woman from Moscow to L.A., when at
least 2. I  children are needed to replace
a generation, a rate of` out-marriage of
50%   or   more   in   most   communities
worldwide; with, as if any more /so;-os
were necessary, a divorce rate of 10 to
15%   at  prime  reproductive   ages   of
those who do marry Jews -what could
be more different from the past Eastern
European   and  North   African   family
structures, with a 95%. Jewish marriage
rate  and  four or  six  children  per fain-
jly?  Nothing  new  in  all  this,  only  that
it's all  totally true.

The general demographic catastrophe
has been somewhat hidden in France over
the  past thirty  years.  We have  so many
Jews that we don't even know how many.
530,000    is    Dellapergola's    figure,
600,000  is   Dominique   Schnapper's   in
her  article,   "New  Jewish   Identities   in
France", in the same book, even 700,000
is a frequently quoted figure.  Unfortu-
nately,   all   this   is   still   "hole   in   the
bucket" stuff, meaning that if you sud-
denly    fill    up    a    steadily    leaking
container with  a  large  quantity  of wa-
ter,  after the first flush  of enthusiasm,
the  level  falls  at  the  same  rate  as  be-
fore.   Between    1958   and   1970,   the
French  Jewish  population  quadrupled
with  the  arrival  of our  North  African
brethren -Morocco, Tunisia and AIge-
ria being all but emptied of their Jews
in the space of five or six years. A few
remain, of course, but very few.  I even
celebrated a marriage in Casablanca re-
cently. Yet, in spite of this fact, in spite
of a  ferocious  neo-orthodoxy  with  all
its talk of a vast return to Jewish tradi-
tion, basic realities are threatening.

Here is an example from my profes-
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sional  experience.  I  have  never ceased
to be amazed by the fact that, in the old

pre-war Ashkenazi French Jewish com-
munity   -   I    am    speaking   of   the
pre-Polish   community,   the   Alsacian,
assimilationist "Proustian" Dreyfusard
community -a community condemned
by  neo-orthodoxy  as   "/czx!.s/e '',  more

goj; than Jewish, a community in which
such words as kosher and #7;.rfue4 might
have been as unfamiliar to the majority
as the most abstruse terms of Buddhist
theology, Jewish marriage was neverthe-
less the norm. When I bury aged `pre-war
Jews'  and  I  ask  my  usual  question,  the
reply  is  "Oh  yes,  her  husband/his  wife
was Jewish, they were manied in 1927 at
the synagogue of `la Victoire', or in  1931
at the synagogue of `Saint Lazare". And
this happens  in the case of the most as-
similated  of Jews,  of that   "6/e!f,  6/c}#c,
;.oi/ge " (the blue,  white and red colours
of the French flag) community wedded to
France and the legacy of the revolution
with  a  patriotism  as  intense  as  their
attachment to Judaism was supposed to
be  lukewarm.  And  now,  with  all  our
high Jewish profile, our Sephardi mili-
tancy,  with  our  kosher  butcher  shops
and  Be/ Dj.#-authorised  fecrff/e  czff.sf.#e,
Tunisian restaurants  "c} c4czq!/e co/.# de
;?/e",    as   we   say,   with   the   Rue   des
Rosiers  and  Rue  Richer  as  thick  with
4;Ppo/  clipped  to  young  heads  as  the
streets of Jerusalem, how can we have
a  rate  of mixed  marriage  six  or  eight
times higher than  at that period when,
as  Anatole  France  put  it,  "if Captain
Dreyfus had been a member of his own
Court   Martial,   he   would   have   con-
demned himself"?

Going  west  from  the  Urals  to  the
Pacific  Ocean,  we  live  in  a  vastly  dif-
ferent world from that of our ancestors.
The   tribal   world   is   at   an   end.   No
amount   of  practice   or   non-practice,
knowledge or ignorance of Jewish tra-
dition can change this fundamental fact.
Pre-war assimilated  French Jews lived
in  a  world  of  severe  socio-economic
constraints.  Our  young  people  live  in
the  open  society.  Clearly  we  still  see
the horrors of the  Hutus and Tutsis, or
of the Serbs and Bosnian Muslims.  But
I   am  speaking  of the  general   run  of
western-oriented,   democratically   in-
clined, moderately normal "mediatized"
people -that is the bulk  of Jews  in  the
Diaspora.  We  are  living  in  a  world  in
which   the   philosophical   and   social
norms  absorbed  by  our  children  from
their first contacts with society, js fun-
damentally  different.   It  is  a  world  in
which, to take only the French context,
even   mainstream   conservative  politi-
cians   are   forced   to   go   on   record   as
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totally  against  all   forms  of  social   or

political "exclusion" from Aids victims
on.   In  a  world  in  which  my  children
bring  home  from  school   little  boxes
donated  by  the  PTT,  the   French  post
office,  in  which  to  collect  money  for
starving  Somali   or  Sarajevan  children
they  see  nightly  on   the  television,   in
which   the   multicoloured   faces   of
Benetton customers, black, brown, yel-
low,  white,  "the  United  Colours"  of
international  consumerism,  stare  at  us
from   hoardings   literally   around   the

globe, in which ideas and people move
around  the   world   in   tidal   waves   of
amazing  scope  and  speed.  Those  little

phrases  that  tripped  so  easily  off the
tongues of our ancestors are really be-
coming   stumbling   blocks   for  their
thinking,   feeling,   descendants.    ASAe/.
bachar  bam[  mikol  ha'amim  -"who
has  chosen  us  from  all  the  nations  of
the world". Each time I hear a bcrrm/./z-
vole boy trill this phrase publicly for the
first  time,  each  time  I  sing  the  Friday
night 4;.c7d£/sfe in front of my children -
"Thou  who hast chosen and sanctified

us  from  all  the  peoples",  what  I   will
call the socio-philosophical roots of our
demographic crisis become clearer and
clearer to  me.  Of course  the  world  is

just  as  atrocious  a  place  as  before,  if
not  more  so.   Religious  fundamental-
ism,   racism,   skin-heads,   Rwanda,
Bosnia,  Hebron.  But now for the bulk
of  Diaspora  Jews,  knowing  all  those

peoples,    #!f.4o/  facz 'cz#ij.#t   from   whom
we have been  chosen,  infinitely better
than  our  forefathers  did,  the  dividing
line, at least when the marital chips are
down, between keeping the faith and a
narrow,  quasi-racist,  narcissism,  is  at
times rather vague.

Chief  Rabbi   Jonathan   Sacks,   ill   a
stimulating  article  in  the  book  under
review,  talks  of the  failure  of the Jew-
ish  people  in  the  Diaspora  to  face  the
"last  great  trial"  of their  history  after

2000  years  of struggle  -  namely  that
there   are   no   more   "trials".   History
holds nasty as well as nice surprises in
store  for those  who  dare  to  prophesy.
Let  us  at   least  hope  that  he   is   right
about the  "trials"  in the  Chmielnitsky,
Kishinev, Auschwitz sense of the word.
But even so, I would defend our people
in this respect.  It is not lack of faith, of
courage,  of honesty,  of conviction,  of
their  diminishing   awareness   of  their
duties  and  privileges  as  Jews  that  ex-

plain  their  leaving  the  community   in
such  vast  numbers.  It  is the  increasing
awareness  of  their  responsibilities  as
non-tribal   human   beings   that   has   at
least  some  part  to  play  in  this  admit-
tedly appallingly difficult situation.

A   total   catastrophe?   No,   rather   a
natural   process   like   the   ageing   of  a
mountain, a tree, a sentient body.  Israel
will  become,  within  a  very  few  years,
the demographic as well as moral, spir-
itual, intellectual and political centre of
Jewish  life.  That  is  a  logical  develop-
ment,  almost  a  mathematical  equation
2 + 2 + 2.  Israel  has had two thousand

years,  give  or take  an  exile  or two,  as
the centre of Jewish existence, followed
by two thousand years as an appendage
to the Diaspora. Now there may follow
two thousand  years,  /.#! ,ve/5.€/. 4¢5./7c/77,
as the centre of Jewish hopes and Jew-
ish  life.   Haven't  we  all   noticed,  over
the  last twenty years,  how  Israeli  Jews
have even ceased to look  like Diaspora
Jews  on  an  cxtendcd  summer holiday.
There is now a new Israeli "look" and it
is the product of`a long history.

God said to Abraham /e44 /e4'4c7 "get

you  out  from  your  country,  your  kin-
drcd,  your  father's  home",  in  a  word,
be  different  froni  others.  The  goal  of
this  "separating  out"  is  defined  in  the
text  Of  Genes.\s  as  vehiyeh  berakhah.
the  greatest  paradox  of all,  "that  you
may be a blessing for all  the pcoplcs of
the  earth".  For 4,000  years  the  Jewish

people has accomplished this tightrope
walk   between   an   exclusive  tribalism
and  a  prophetic  universalist  G/c7;7  with
considerable  skill.  But the  State  of ls-
rael  is different and will, we hope, bc a
blessing   when   she   is  allowed  to  be-
come so by her neighbours.  Meanwhile,
the  struggle  to  stay  dif`ferent  and  bc  a
source  of  blessings  for  others  in  the
Diaspora  has  become  a  mighty  prob-
lem for all  of us.

Docs  this  mean  that  wc  have  no  vi-
able  future.  no  identity,  no  role  in  the
"New  Europe",  tlle  new  world,  in  the

Diaspora  as  a  whole?  Without  doiibt
we have  a  role,  since cvcry  huiiian  bi`-
ing has a role, but a vastly different one
in my view: more individual, more spir-
itual,   more   iiiorally   committed,   less
communal,   less   tribal,   less   inward-
looking than in the past. Other balances
have   to   be   struck,   other   equations
worked out, other problems faced. The
changes  in  Diaspora  life,  in  European
Jewish   life,   are   immense.   but   life   is
change,  life  is  movement  and  once  rc-
alitjes  are  faced.  the  search   for  new
answers can bc every bit as fascinating
and  rewarding as  the  traditional  strug-

gle   of  our   people   in   the   past   for
survival  in  continuityl

RABBI   MICHAEL  WILLI^MS  /;.cif.;it,c/  /;„
Ike   I.(ibbin(il(I   (11   I.t>t]   l}(it'ck  Ct)llegti   in   Lontlt)Ii

biil   h(is   spenl   (111   t)I.  his   I)rt)I.c>ssioliiil   lil.e  s(>I.\`iilg

Unit)n     I.ilidi.tlltl     lsl.tl;'lilti     dt>     I:I.(Ill(.a     in     RiiL>
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HOW I BEAT THE ARAB BOYCOTT
It is MANNA's editorial policy to decline to publish anything anonymously. But
the aLithor of the following piece, well haown to us, feels that his position would

be prejudiced by the publication of his name. Exceptionally, we agree.

E--|=H

I                                                 .~.,  .
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WAKE  IN  THE  DARK  TO  THE

piercing,  eerie  chaiit  of`  niuezzins
calling   the   faithful   to   prayer.

Amplif`ied   but   unsynchroniscd,   the
cries  of   `A//c7/7  /7!/  AA.bcr;. I  rise  and  fall

discordantly  from  minarets  across  the
city.    A   few   minutes   later,   having

proclaimed, as at every dawn for some
1400   years,   that   God   is   Great   and
Muhammad  is  his  Prophet,  the  chant
dies  away  and  stillness  descends.  An
hour or two later the hum, hooting and
whine of traffic rouse mc a second tinie
and  I get ready for the day's work.

Hotels  jn  the  Middle  East  are  good,
with  all  the  main  international  groups
represented  in the  cities.  Meals can be
either  Western  -  usually  French-style
-  Lcbancse  or  Arabic.  Arabic  break-

fast  is like a slimmed down  Israeli  one
without   the   meat   and   features   such
oddly worded dishes as `Foul Madames'.

I   inherited   the   Middle   East   when
there   was   no   suitable   Christian   em-

ployee  to  do  the  job  aiid  the  income
was  too  good  to  pass  up.   Our  main
market   is   the   Arabian   Gulf,   whose
states have never fought  Israel, though
they apply the boycott. As we represent
British   manufacturers   of  consumer

goods,  including  some  Jewish  ones,  I
have  never had any  moral  objection to
trading   with   them.   However,   as   a
number  require  that  religion  be  speci-
fied on the visa application,  I  adopt the

ploy  of an  old  Jewish  friend  who  al-
ways made sure of his visa while at the
same time expressing his protest by en-
tering Protestant.

I   do   occasionally   pull   myself  up
when  absentmindcdly  I  begin  to  hum
the  I/a//.4i'cr/?.  This  morning  I  make no
such   mistake   and   am   at   my   first
appointment by  nine o'clock.  Unfortu-
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nately,  time  is  flexible  among  the  Ar-
abs   and   an   appointment   made   the

previous day  for 9.00am,  `/#s/i A//cr/7 ',
God  Willing,  often  needs divine  inter-
vention  to  achieve.    /#s4  A//cz4    is   an
omnibus   phrase,   meaning   anything
from  `If I  remember'  to  `If there  is  no
major disaster' or ` If nothing more im-

portant comes up'  and those with high
blood  pressure  or limited  time  should
not seek business with an Arab.

Experience  teaches  one  to  call  the
office  beforehand  to .confirm  that  the
customer will  be  coming  in  and  is  ex.-

pecting a visitor. The buyer is king and
the seller beats a path to his door.  For-
tunately,   after   many   years,   most
customers  are  now  friends,  or at  least
know me and my products, so can usu-
ally  be  relied  on,  but  when  seeking  a
new outlet the //7s4 A//crA warning still
flashes.

Bargaining   is   in   the   Arab   blood.
Though   they   know   that   European

prices  are  fixed,  they  still  try  for  spe-
cial  discounts -because  the  pound  is
strong,   so   prices  are   higher  in   local
currency,  or business  is  bad  and  they
can  buy  cheaper from  Spain  or  India,
or   some   other  excuse.   It   is  partly   a

game. If you have what they want, they
will  buy  after  some  face-saving  con-
cession.  But  if your  price  is  way  out
they  make  it  perfectly  clear  with  em-
barrassing politeness.

Public  politeness  is  exceptional  by
western  standards.  Not  only  do  male
acquaintances  kiss  each  other on  both
cheeks in greeting on formal occasions,
but   often   in   private   also.   Even   a
stranger is greeted with a welcome and
the offer of a cup of tea or coffee or a
soft  drink  before  all  but  the  shortest
conversation.  I  have  even  been  given
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tea  by  a  tourist  office  confirming  my
onward flight. Children are fondled and
kissed warmly and boys especia]]y are
sometimes noticeably spoilt since they
are prized, while girls require a dowry.

There is little socialjsing with  stran-

gers.  One  is  never  invited  to  an  Arab
home  since  the  women  never  appear
unveiled  to  any  but  close  relatives.  In
the streets, from the rear, most women
in  their ankle-length  black  cloaks and
hoods look like nuns. Occasionally the
wind may whip up the hem ofa cloak to
reveal fine stockings and a glimpse of a
fashionable western dress. Often only a
woman's  eyes  are  visible  above  her
veil,  which may be joined to her hood
by a noseguard so that even the mouth
is  covered.  Arab  dictators  sometimes
escape after a revolution disguised in a
woman's garb.

In  the  ultra-religious  countries  like
Saudi-Arabia,  women may  not drive a
car,   though   they   may   now   work   in
offices,  properly  veiled.  Separate  re]i-

gious police enforce the modesty rules,
the  ban  on  alcohol  and the  closure  of
all   shops  for  prayers  at  noon,  sunset
and  `night',  ninety  minutes  after  sun-
set.

Surprisingly, although alcohol is for-
bidden,  very palatable  `non-alcoholic'
Dutch beer is widely served. Since the
beer has a very low alcohol  content, it
is as though sausages with less than one

per cent pork were regarded as kosher.
Frequently shops close for the after-

noon  siesta  at  noon  prayer  time  until
after the afternoon prayers, so it is only
for the two evening prayers that every-
one  is  turned  out  onto the pavement -
Muslim  and go+; alike.

It  does  not  affect  public  administ-
ration as government offices work only
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a   long   morning   from   seven   am   to
twelve noon. This allows civil servants
to  run  private  businesses  in  the  latter

part of the day.  You can usually guess
that the boss is also a government offi-
cial    if   he   gives   you    an   evening
appointment.

Such  businesses  virtually grind  to  a
halt   during   the   fasting   month   of
Ramadan, when good Muslims only eat
before  dawn and after sunset and tend
to  work  mornings  only  and  perhaps  a
short time after dark.  Restaurants have
to make a profit from an eleven-month

year,   as   they    must   close   during
Ramadan  to  avoid  temptation  for  the
fasters  and  non-Muslims  must eat  out
of sight in their hotels or in their homes.

Even  in  your liotel  room  you  know
that  you  are  in  a  Muslim  country.  In-
stead of a Gideon bible by the bedside

you   usually   find   an   arrow   called   a
gff!.b/crfe   pointing  towards   Mecca   so
that  the  faithful  know  the  direction  in
which to pray.  One hotel attraction  is a
free choice of three or four video fi]ms
shown  on  your  room  television  each
day, which can make a pleasant change
from  the  local  news  in  English  high-
lighting the daily activities of the  local
ruler `His Excellency the President and
Commander-in-Chief  of  the   Armed
Forces'  or  `His  Excellency  the  Emir'
seen  inevitably  meeting  visitors  at  the

palace  or  kissing  them  at  the  airport.
Full   details  then   follow  of  each   and
every  Arab  killed  or  wounded  in  the
territories occupied by the  `Zionist En-
tity',   as   Israel   is   usually   known   and
reports from  `Occupied Jerusalem'.

Perhaps it will be dif.ferent next year
with the Palestinians now starting self-
rule.   Hostility   to   Israel   has   built   up
over more than  forty  years,  fanned by

Palestinian  refugees  who  have  settled
all   over   the   Arab   world   with   their
dreams  of  returning  to   lost   land  and
homes of only a generation or two ago.
They have the sympathy and support of
the host countries and people who share
the belief in  Do/. !// /s/a/7?,  the  Muslim
world  embracing  the  whole  area  con-

quered   by   Muhammad's   successors
from Morocco to  Iraq, where any non-
Muslim   state   -   be   it   the   Crusader
Kingdom or Israel or a Christian domi-
nated  Lebanon -is  seen  as a threat to
the  divinely  ordained  order.  A  univer-
sal Arab language in speech and prayer
binds the whole area into a vast linguis-
tic  and  cultural  unit.  But  it  is  certainly
not  a  political  one,  as  first  Sadat  and
now  Yassir  Arafat  and  King  Husscin

Prove.
With  luck  it  will  not  be  long  before

the  religious question  is dropped  from
visa  forms  and   I   shall   be  competing
with  Israelis  for  business  in  the  Arab
world as well  -I  already  do  in the  Far
Eastl



BREACHING THE LUBAVITCH WALLS

M::ciie?c:s;;ao:TM:::Nn:#`tg:ac:r
with    a    group    of`   psychotherapist
colleagues,   I   helped   to   set   up   a   psy-
chotherapy   service   for   the   Jewish
community.  This  is  how  Link  Psycho-
therapy  Centre  was  formed.  It  has  had
two inain purposes: a clinical service and
an   educational   service.   The   clinical
service envisaged at the outset was quite
straightforward:  we would provide a se-
rious  and  responsible  psychotherapy  to
the  community,  catering   for  its   needs
and caring for its people` cutting across
barriers and responding to the different
demands  that   arise  across  the   whole
spectrum.  The  educational  goal  was to

promote  a  dialogue  between  psycho-
analytic  ideas  and  Jewish  thought  via
various forums such as public lectures,
informal working groups, meetings and
conferences. Much work has been done
over  the  years  in  the  pursuit  of these
objectives.

Essentially,  part  of our  educational

programme  has  been  to  cxp]ore  some
of the tensions which arise within indi-
viduals,   professional   groups   and  the
wider   community   when   contact   be-
tween  religious  and  scientific  ideas  is
developed. This  dialogue by  its  nature
can  never  become  rigid  and  fixed.  As
human   beings   develop.   the   dialogue
cvolvcs.  Our  task  has  been  to  extend
understanding  by  promoting  contacts.
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dialogues,  forums  where  some  of the
worst stereotypes on both  sides can be
set aside in favour of genuine commu-
nication.  I  have  often  thought  of Link
as  one  key   which  has  enabled   us  to
open doors into sectors of the commu-
nity   hitherto   inaccessible   and   as   a
bridge  between   sectors   which  previ-
ously had little contact with each other,
such  as  psychoanalysts  and  orthodox
rabbis.

Some  years  ago  I  realised that  Link
could  not  represent  the  whole  Jewish
spectrum if an important part of it, such
as  the   Hassidic  community,   was   left
out.  So we set out to open the  Hassidic
door.

I was given the telephone number of
a  Hassidic scholar.  I  rang him and told
him  that  I  was  calling  on  behalf of a
Jewish psychotherapy organisation and
that we would like to establish contact.
I  was surprised by his answer.  He said
that  he  would  come to  visit  me  with  a
colleague that same day in my house.  I
was  a  bit  thrown  off  balance.   I   had
never spoken to a Hassid before. Now,
all of a sudden, two of them were about
to   walk   into   my   house.    I   quickly
reached  for  my  4/.ppczA  and  hoped  for
the best.

Three-quarters  of an  hour  after  the
appointed time, two imposing midd]e-
aged  men  dressed  in  black.  with  large
hats  and  long  beards  walked  through
my front door. After some initial polite

pleasantries.  I  set  out  my  agenda:  our
psychotherapy   centre   was   interested
in   offering   a   psychoanalytical   psy-
chotherapy   service   to   the   Hassidic
community.   I   said   I   was   not   sure
whether there was any need for such a
service,   nor  what   form   the   service
would  take,  but  that  we  were  willing
and available. Then followed a lengthy
testing of the waters.

The   older   of  the   two   Hassidim
seemed to take  a back  seat.  He  sat  re-
laxed while the younger began grilling
me   about   the   atheist   tendencies   of
Freud  and  psychoanalysis.  How  did  I

propose to reconcile  these  in  my  mind
with an  interest in  spiritual  or religious
matters, an area Freud had no dif`ficu]ty
in   dispensing   with   as   unreal?   I   an-
swered  that,   with   all   due   respect  to
Freud,  he  certainly  had  a  right  to  his
own  ideas and  I  to mine.

This  seemed  to  defuse  the  tension.
The  older  Hassid  said that  I  had  good
will  and he did  not doubt this.  But be-
fore   further   discussions   could   take

place,   he   thought   that   anyone   who
wanted to work with a community had
to  spend   time   getting  to   know   it.   It
might  be  like trying  to get  to  know  an
eskimo tribe.
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We  agreed  to   set   up  a   forum   for
dialogue between them and a group of
interested therapists. When I mentioned
this to my colleagues, five senior mem-
bers   of  my   profession,   including  an
eminent  analyst  who  was  not  Jewish,
expressed an interest and a study group
was formed.  This group met  regularly
at my house for three years. It provided
us   with   a   window   into  the   Hassidic
community.   We   learned   about   their
large  families,  how  they  were  organ-
ized  as  a  community,  their  styles  of
courtship  and  marriage,  the  duties  in-
cumbent  on  parents  and  children,  the
ways in which Judaism played a central
role   in   their   lives,   their  educational
views.  It  was  a  candid  discussion  be-
tween   intelligent  people  who  treated
each other with tolerance, good humour
and a growing measure of trust.

We  wanted  to  find  out  about  them
and they wanted to tell us. Conversely,
they  wanted  to  find  out  about  us  and
asked  many  pointed  questions  which
we answered as thoroughly as possible.
Some   thorny   issues   were   discussed.
Was it part of an analyst's brief, assum-
ing   he   did   not   believe   in   God,   to
analyse   away   someone's   religious
faith?  It was generally agreed that this
was not part of an analyst'sjob. On the
other  hand,  if a  person  was  suffering
from  hallucinations  and  delusions  of
persecution  and  represented  God  in  a
pathological  manner  as  a  malign  and
destructive force, most analysts would
investigate  with  the  patient the  nature
and origin of such beliefs and feelings.
The  aim  would  always  be  to  restore
balance  in  an  individual  and  a faith  in
the potential for goodness and compas-
sion in himself and others. If an analyst
has   no   axe  to  grind,   he  can  respect
beliefs he may not share.

Conversely,  the  patient can  learn to
respect  the  differences  in  belief with-
out compromising his own.

Another  question  which  arose  was
the special  nature of closely-knit com-
munities. What would an analyst do if a

young  person,  for  instance,  wanted  to
break   away  from  the   community   in
some  way?   In   fact,  just  such  a  case
sut)sequently   arose.   A   young   person
wished  to  attend  a  school  outside  the
community.  With  the  consent  of both
the  youngster and the  parents,  discus-
sions   followed   where   the   therapist
acted as a facilitator to restore commu-
nication which had broken down. After
much   painful   heart-searching,   the
father agreed to let his offspring attend
school, having realized that the young-
ster's   spirit   could   be   broken   by   a
refusal.  This  was  not  an  easy  case  and
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there were many painful moments, but
the matter was resolved.

We did not aspire to settle all  issues.
This  would  have  been  unrealistic.  But
we   did   develop   mutual   respect   and
learned to trust the process. After about
a  year  the  focus  changed  and  we  all
started  studying  Hassidic  philosophy,
weighing  this  against  our  psychoana-
lytic knowledge and our experience of
clinical   practice.   It  was  an   enriching
experience.

After studying Hassidic thinking for
some time,  I felt ready to proceed with
my original aim.of providing a clinical
service  to  the  Hassidic  community.   I
devoted half a day each week for a year
to working within Norwood Child Care
in  this area  of London  and established
more   regular  contact   with   orthodox
teachers.   While  at  Norwood   I   began
meeting  ordinary  or maybe  extraordi-
nary   Hassidim   with   problems.   By
immersing  myself  in  Stamford  Hill   I
began to see them as real people, rather
than stereotypes.  My work during that
flrst  year  proceeded  along  two  main
paths:   consolidating   the   relationship
with the Lubavitch community and of-
ferjng a clinical service across the other

parts of the ultra-orthodox community
jn the area,

Norwood Child Care does excellent
work   among   these   communities.   It
touches areas other social service agen-
cies   cannot   reach.   Because   of  its
importance as an agency for the Jewish
community as a whole, it is seen as part
of the  establishment.  Where the  main-
stream   establishment   is   regarded   as
hostile  or lacking  in  understanding  on

particular issues which have proved di-
visive,    communications    between
agency  workers  and  particular groups
can become difficult. This is a delicate
area  of work  and  my  appreciation  of
the commitment of agency workers in-
creased over time.

After another year, I decided to work
with the  Hassidim  without any protec-
tive barriers and  I  of`fered our services
and expertise directly to the  Lubavitch
community.   This   was   an   important
step.   I  had  spent  four  years  with  the
`guardians at the gate' . They now knew

clearly who  I  was.  I  did not have to pre-
tend to be what I was not, whether in the
area of religious beliefs and observance
or  in  other  areas  and  they  understood
clearly that it was as a practising clinician
that I could be useful to them.

So the last three years I have worked
unpaid as a psychological consultant to
Lubavitch schools.  I am accountable to
a  rabbi  who  is  Director  of Education
with   overall   responsibility   for   the

schools.  I  also  act  as  advisor to  teach-
ers   and   assess   children   who   present
difficulties.   These  initial   assessments
lead  to  wider  consultation  with  teach-
ers   and   parents   and   sometimes   with
other  agencies.  As  always,  improving
the  lines  of  communication   is  a  vital
aspect of the work.

I   have   often   wondered   what   has
made me dedicate so  much  time to dc-
veloping   an   understanding   of  this
community.  The  best  answer  I  have  is
that  these   people   have   a   heart.   This
may  sound  superficial.  All  human  be-
ings have a heart with which they may
or   may   not   be   in   touch.    But   this
community    `;cr/£fe5`    the   heart.    Many
dedicated workers  within  the  commu-
nity  have  a  spirit  of generosity  and  an
enthusiasm  which  add to the quality of
life.  The  Hassidim  I  have  met  are  not,
on the whole, well-off people, but they
are geiierous. They  live for Judaism  as
they understand it.

Many   amoilg   the   Lubavitch   arc
`bczc7/c/.-/es/z£/`Jc7/z'   -people   who   have

come  to  orthodoxy  from  outside,  who
have been in touch with other Hassid].in
and  have  decided  to join  the  commu-
nity.   This   does   sometimes   present
difficulties   -   there   are,   in   effect,
different  levels  of  understanding  and
differences  arise  between  those   who
have  joined   the   community   recently
and those who have grown up within it.
The  children  of 6oc7/c>/.-/es/?!t`Jcz/i  often

know more than their parents. The par~
ents will have had a much more secular
education.

The community has a strong sense of
allegiance.  It is organised along vertical
lines and democracy, as understood by
the  secular world,  is  not  a  characteris-
tic.  This  does  not  mean  that  a  passive
acquiescence reigns.  When it comes to
aspects of communal organisation peo-

ple  can  be quite  unruly  and  arguments
are  lively.  The  liicrarchy  in  charge  of
the community has to display great pa-
tience   and   a   spirit   of  compromise.
While the  Rebbe was alive,  hc was the
final   arbitrator.   Now   that  the   Rebbc
has   passed   away   a   new   order   will
emerge,  but  this  will  take  time.  At  the
moment the  Lubavitch  community the
world over is  in  mourning and  it  is too
carly to know what will happen.
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complaint    that    he    was    terribly
depressed.  Life  had  been  so  hard  for
him  and his  misfortunes  so  great that
existence   could  henceforth  have  no
other  flavour  than  that  of bitterness.
What could the Rebbe do to help him?
Or had the time come to make an end
of it all? The Rebbe noted in response
how  the   rcz/wzfd teaches  that,  on  the
Sleder night, we cannot simply swallow
down  our bitter herbs.  They  must  be
properly chewed if we are to fulfil our
obligation of tasting the misery which
our  ancestors  suffered  in  Egypt  (see
Pesczchz.77?  1 15b). The pain and bitterness
of our life  cannot just be put  away.  It
too, must be savoured and digested.

What the Kotsker Rebbe did not say
was  that  there  is,  in  fact,  a  different
reading of this passage in the  rcr/#7!/c7,
which   says   precisely  the   opposite:
we   may   swallow   our  bitter  herbs

Jonathan Wittenberg

unchewed.   This  was,   evidently,  the
version  which  the  great  commentator
Rashi  had  before  him  and  which  led
him to note that we need not masticate
on  our  #2cw.or  because  it  is  so  strong
that it is impossible for it to pass down
our throat without our tasting it.

Both  Rashi  and the  Kotsker Rebbe
are right.  It is impossible to live with-
out tasting  bitterness  and pain.  There
is  no   such  thing  as  a  life  which   is
immune to suffering and sorrow. They
will pass through us whether we like it
or not. But it is what we make of them,
how we chew on them and respond to
their flavour,  that will  determine how
well  we  manage  to  digest  them  and
integrate them  into our lives.

There are many kinds of pain, from
toothache  to   heartache,   from   that

which  fades  in  minutes  to  that  which
abides  for years.  There  is  pain  which
in  the  first  instance  affects  our body,
either temporarily in a passing illness,
or for a long period of time, or even till
the  end,  as  part  of the  illness  which
leads to our death. There is pain which
in the first place `affccts our spirit, such
as  the  end  of a  relationship,  a  separa-
tion, the death of someone we love. At
times  in  our pain  we  may  blame  our-
selves,  regarding  our  affliction  as  the
consequence of some kind of personal
failure  and  at  times   we  may  blame
others, perceiving ourselves as the vic-
tims of.someone else's irresponsibility,
folly  or  even   malice.   What  remains
constant and certain  is that we are not
immune to  any  of these  forms  of suf~
fering. They are with us from birth by
virtue of our being sensate and mortal.
They balance the feeling ofj.oy which
fins  us  at  the  privilege  of being  alive
with   a   sciise  of  fear,   loneliness   and
helpless  vulncrability.



Given, then, that suffering is part of
the human  condition,  what can  we  do
and  say  about  pain,  our own  and that
of others?  It is to be taken for granted
that  we  should  strive  not  to  inflict  it
and to heal  it when we can.  But where
it   is   present   and   real   and   hurting,
where it is  not in  our power simply to
take it away, what can we do and what
can we say?

I   have   certain   thoughts   but   no
answers.   Indeed,  I  reject  certain  `an-
swers',  partly  out  of  awareness  that
life is constantly varied and that every
person  is  different,  but  more  because
of  the   chastening   consciousness  that
none of us knows how life will  test us
or what kind of person we will turn out
to be in the face  of experiences yet to
come.  This  frightening  thought  hum-
blcs  the  spirit,  reducing  the  readiness
to  speak  and  suggests  that  anything
said  should  be  based  on  the  desire  to
nurse  and  nurtiire  the  human  being  in
our  pitifully   vulnerable   state,   rather
than on the wish to expound, exhort or
even  explain.

I share with many others a suspicion
of  explanations   of  suffering.   Such
attempts to comprehend the incompre-
hensible are inevitable.  It is impossible
for a theology which proclaims thejus-
tice  of a compassionate God to totally
ignore  the  manifest   evidence  to  the
contrary. When Moses at his most inti-
mate  moment   of  closeness  to   God
utters  the   demand  "Show  me  Your
ways!" the  rc7/;77z/c7 understands him to
be  challenging  the   Lord  of  the  uni~
verse   to   explain   to   him   why   the
righteous  suffer (BL>/.c7k¢o/ 7a). To this
intractable  question   Jewish   theology
has  produced  a  number  of  answers.
The  most   familiar  asserts  that   God
punishes us on account of our sins and
that  even  the  righteous  suffer  for the
sake of their generation.  Perhaps such
ideas are to be viewed as no more than
brave  attempts  to  reconcile  a  people
both  to  its  God  and  to  its  fate,  while
maintaining the belief that  `this too  is

part of the Divine plan'. The danger is
that   these   explanations   are   readily

turned  into  heartless  formulae,   cal-
lous  imprecations  from  thoughtless
mouths.  Some  such  notions  can  only
be described as  obscene: to  ascribe  a
terrible  accident to  the  failure to  ob-
serve  a  certain  commandment  or  to
suggest that another person's tragedy
is a product of their sin is completely
unconscionable.   I   reject   a   religion
which seeks to tidy up the world with
this neat moral brush, just as I cannot
believe in a God who satisfies the Di-
vine honour at the expense of helpless
human  victims.

That  is  not to  say  that there  never
are   explanations.   There   are  many
cases  where  it  is  appropriate  to  hold
people responsible for the harm  they
cause to  others, just  as there  are  fre-
quent occasions  when  all  of us bring
suffering  upon  ourselves.   But  these
are matters which need to be explored
and   acknowledged   by  those  who
should fittingly  do  so.  That is  a  very
different thing from imposing reasons
from without in the name of a vindic-
tive  Deity.  Nor do I  mean to  say that
the words "it is God's will" are mean-
ingless. They may well be profoundly
meaningful,  especially  when  spoken
by  those  who  suffer  most.  But  I  am
uneasy in the  company  of those  who
know  that  "God  wanted  the  soul  of
this  child"  or that "God sends  us  our
afflictions  for our own good".  Often,
one  senses,  such  words  are  no  more
than  evasions,  a way  of avoiding the
issues  that  pain  presents  by  giving
them neat and tidy labels and packag-
ing them according to a system where
we can be assured that all is really for
the best.

What  we  seek  to  hide  from  our-
selves in this manner is exactly one of
the  most  difficult  things  to  accept
about suffering: that it so often cannot
be justified or explained.  Our natural
desire to know the answer to the ques-
tion  `why?'  is  frustrated  and  we  are
left not only hurting but also ignorant,
robbed both of our physical and of our
mental   and  spiritual   control.   On   all
these  levels,  pain  reminds  us  of our

vulnerability,  a  series  of  lessons  for
which  it requires  much  courage to  be
grateful.  One  of the  hardest things  to
bear is  the  awareness  that  we  do  not
and  we   cannot   understand.   Where
physical   illness   is   concerned  this   is
often reinforced by real confusion over
what our condition actually is and what
the  doctors  are  or  are  not  telling  us.
The unbearable realisation of our help-
lessness may lead us along the paths of
tens  of  explanations  and  recrimina-
tions -"if only I had done this, if only
I had not done that".  But it also strikes
at the  heart  in  a  chastening  and bum-
bling    manner.     This     feeling    of
helplessness  and  littleness  is  not  only
unavoidable.  To  a  significant  degree
our response to  it will  determine how
we  cope  with  pain  and  sorrow.  If we
cannot bear it - as most o-f us at times
cannot -then, much as there are many
ways  in  which  we  can  give  to  others
and  alleviate  suffering,  there  will  al-
ways   be   a   certain   nakedness   arid
rawness to  which  we have to turn our
back.  But  if we  can  bear with  it - as
most of us at times can - then it may
become  the  source  of much  compas-
sion.   For  it   allows   us  to   listen   and
respond without prejudice, free from a
predetermined  and  maybe inappropri-
ate  agenda  of our own.  As  such,  it  is
the  gateway  to  companionship   and
support. How, if we cannot bear to feel
vulnerable, can we appreciate the feel-
ings  of those  who  do?  I  often  think
about what  Edgar says  in  King  Lear,
when, after abandoning his high estate
and living a wretched life as a Bedlam
beggar,  he  is  asked  what  manner  of
man he is:
"A most poor man, made tame to

fortune's blows;
Who, by the art of known and feeling

sorrows
Am pregnant to good pity".

On the other hand,  I  do not want to
suggest that suffering is to be regarded
as  a  boon,   as  something  necessarily
redemptive, or that pain is to be g]ori-
fled as the key to the hidden lock in the
human  heart.  People  may  or may  not



grow as a result of the difficult things
that happen to them. There are expe-
riences  which  are  so  dreadful  that
one  can  only  marvel  that  a  spirit  of
humanity   should   survive   among
those  who  have  gone  through  them
at all. Equally, apparently small hurts
and minor wrongs  may gnaw  at the
spirit  and  drag  a  person  down.  It  is
all  too  easy to be  glib  and wax  elo-
quent about the notion that pain and
misery  lead to  growth.  It  is  a  much
sounder  approach  to  hope  that  nei-
ther  we  nor  others  will  be  tested
beyond our capacity to  endure men-
tally   and   spiritually   and  to  work
towards  a  world  in  which  unneces-
sary  suffering  will  be minimised.  In
this  vein  the  Hasidic  leader.  Rabbi
Mordechai  Yossef  of  lzbiza,  com-
ments  on the first of Abraham's ten
trials, a test of his obedience to God's
command that he leave his home and
travel to the unknown land which the
Lord will  show him. The Rabbi first
notes that such a journey would nec-
essarily  bring  poverty  and  a  life  of
meagre sufficiency. Nevertheless, he
observes,  Abraham  prayed  that  he
would  not  be  reduced  to  grinding
wretchedness  because  such  a  state
could  well  divide  a person  from his
Creator by  making it  impossible  for
him  to  find  contentment  in  his  por-
tion. Even Abraham, the great father
of faith,  had no  wish  to be tempted
too  far.  How  much  more  so,  then,
does this apply to the rest of us.

Nevertheless,  if suffering is not to
be  viewed  as  redemptive  in  and  of
itself  and  is   certainly   not  to  be
courted  as  such,  when  it  is  there,
when  you  or  I  or  others  are  in  fact
suffering,  what  can  we  do  to  hold
and contain and limit and redeem the
pain?  How, in particular, can we ad-
dress   the   challenges   of   shock,
helplessness,   loneliness,  bitterness
and the sense of being abandoned by
people and by God?

Pain often comes with terrible sud-
denness  and  brings  high  tension.  A
world  that  had  seemed  firm   and

founded  is   suddenly  torn   apart  and
everything    trembles.    Few    people
actually  live  with  the  thought  that  to-
morrow we may die and a sudden fear,
the  suggestion by  one's  doctor,  for ex-
ample, that one would be well advised to
make  an  appointment  at  the  hospital
that very  day,  Sets  spinning  an  horizon
one  had  formerly thought to  be  stable.
Or  else  a  person,  abandoned  by  their
partner,  sits  biting  nails  and.smoking
cigarette after cigarette while plummet-
ing without any  sense  of floor beneath.
The  world  as  it  was  known  before  is
gone.  What is there to hold on to?  Few
people can have escaped the realisation
that our mental balance  is fragile. Take
away our work, our family, or our home
and we will  soon see how much we de-
pended  for  our  sanity  on  these  props.
Who knows what feelings will invade us
if they  are gone?  It takes  much time to
restore the  inner balance.  In the  mean-
while, what can we do or say? How can
the turning world be stilted?

In  the    rcz/m!/d,   two  rabbis   discuss
what  kind   of  trials   may  be   called
sufferings  of love  and what  are  simply
sufferings without any such meaning at-
tached. One of them says that sufferings
are sufferings of love so long as one can
still  pray  and  the  other  that  they  are
such  so  long  as  one  can  still  study  (8.
Bercr4feo£ 5a).  Putting aside the issue of
what meaning the word love may have
in this  context,  the point the rabbis  are
making  is  that  it  is  essential  to  try  to
maintain   some  kind   of  discipline   of
mind and spirit, even amidst great pain.
At  some  point  the  flight  from  mental
image  to  mental  image,  from  relived
scene to scene, from conversation to con-
versation,  has  to  slow  down  and  one
must sit quietly, be it in prayer or simply
in  thought,  with  one's  pain.  Only  then
can  one's afflictions be contained.  Only
then  does the world become still  again.
It may be a changed, a lonely place, but
it remains there. What can help a person
do this?  What are the  supports that can
begin to make it bearable?  Unobtrusive
but dependable companionship, routine,
not dismissing the small things of life or

abandoning habits - these can help to
restore a  state where pain can  at least
be thought about  and the heart return
to  an  awareness,  albeit  a  sore  one,  of
the pulse of daily life. I remember see-
ing  a  neighbour  of ours  some  weeks
after her husband had died.  She spoke
of  how  she  had  wept  and  could  do
nothing.  But  suddenly,  looking  at the
handkerchief which she had taken out
of her pocket to blow her nose, she had
noticed  the  flowers   on  the  pattern.
These things around me still  exist, she
had  felt  and  that,   she  said,  was  the
beginning of a slow return to life.

The  world  may  thus  eventually  be
stilled,  but  it  might  well  be  a  rather
more lonely and frightening place than
it had been before. There may be heart-
ache  and/or physical  pain  to  live  with
now. Instead of the thoughts -so often
the companions of our confidence -of
what  will  be  and  what  we  will   do,
there now come images of what we can
not do and what we never will  do any
more.   Mourning   is   inevitable.   One
must hope that  it  will  lead to  integra~
tion   rather  than   to   loneliness   and
bitterness.  In  this  regard  the  commu-
nity has an important part to play. The
congregation   may   well   be  terrific,
supportive  both  practically  and  emo-
tionally. But it has also to be appr?ciated
that to some people who undergo suffer-
ing, the group of which they had once
felt  part  may  now  appear  to  be  full
of  `normal'   people   only,   who  have
health,  husbands   or  wives,   children
and houses andjobs. `There is no place
for  the  person  with  no  partner'.  `No
one will want to see me there'.  `People
cross  the  street  when  I  come  along'.
`No one wants to be reminded of mis-

fortune'.  How often  every rabbi hears
these things. What can be done?

Part of the problem may well  lie  in
the attitudes and the fears of the rest of
the community.  Perhaps all of us have
a  tendency  to  understand  the  famous
verse in Leviticus "you shall love your
neighbour  as  yourself"  as  if  it  really
said  "you   shall   love  your  neighbour
who   is  like  yourself".   The   need   for



approbation,  for  confirmation  of the
rightness  of our  own  habits  and  val-
ues,   often  causes  us  to   shun  those
whose   circumstances  call  them   into
question.  At  the  same  time,  our  own
vulnerability is not something of which
we generally wish to be reminded. Fear
may therefore make us unintentionally
callous.   Thus,   experiencing  them-
selves  as  avoided  and rejected,  those
who  need  us  most  may  well  have  to
pay the price for our lack of knowledge
of  ourselves.   Not  surprisingly,  they
sometimes  leave  -  and  subsequently
eschew - our gatherings,  feeling as if
some  terrible   mark  were  inscribed
upon  their  forehead.  The  community
consequently comes to be experienced
as thoughtless and rejecting.  Its mem-
bers  are  `busy  with  their  own  affairs;
they  cannot be  expected to  have time
for someone like me'. A degree of bit-
terness  may  well  be  warranted.  It  is
therefore  essential  that  congregations
make an effort to include and that val-
ues  of compassion  and  understanding
are  both  taught  and  practised  within
them.  On  the  few  occasions  when  I
have found myself standing outside the
back door at the  end of the  service in
my own  synagogue,  I  have been  star-
tled to  see  one  or two people on each
occasion leaving in tears or obviously
upset.  The  Kj.dd#s'%,  with  its  easy  so-
cial  pleasantries,  is  simply  not  where
one feels like being if ... if one's rela-
tive  is  dying,  or  there  are  dozens  of
children  scrabbling  for  food  and  one
has  none,  or,   or,   or.  Without  being
patronising,  one  has  to  be  there  and
the  basis  for  this   is  that  we  are  all
mortal  before  God  and  all  subject  to
suffering and pain.

But real bitterness is a separate and
a deeper issue. I once heard Rabbi Lionel
Blue say at a seminar held by the North
London Hospice that he had never seen
anybody  die bitter.  Their relatives, he
said, might be bitter, but for the person
him  or  herself  there  must  be  some-
thing about the process of dying which
cleanses the bitterness from the soul.  I
am grateful to have heard him say this
and I hope and trust that it is true.  B'ut
for  those  who  live  with   suffering,
whether for months or years or all their
life, bitterness may be hard to avoid.  I
imagine we have all met people whom
we  would  have  expected  to  have  be-
come   soured   by   their   experience.
Instead they turn  out to be among the
most  cheerful   and  courageous   indi-
viduals   we  have  ever  come   across.
When we leave them we find ourselves
saying...   "and  her  husband  died  and
left her with three young children and

they are always impeccably turned out
and  she  greets  life  with  such  a  great
spirit".   Equally  we  have   all   come
across people who turn the same events
round and round in their mind and are
unable  to  move  on.  Again  and  again
they pace backwards  and forwards  in
the  vicious  circle  of their  own  frust-
rations.  When  we  leave them  we  feel
guilty.  We  are  desperately  aware  of
what  we  have  and  they  have  not,  of
what  we  are  able  to  do  and  they  are
not.  We feel  soITy for them  and yet...
And  yet,  nothing  so  alienates  as  the
sense  that  good  fortune   and  good
health  are  the  object  of envy.  Bitter-
ness,  like  Midas'  hand,  infects  all  it
touches.  It is composed of undigested
anger  and/or  of  envy.   Such  feelings
are for many of us a natural concomi-
tant of pain  and we have to bear with
them  in  some  measure.   But  if  they
begin to gather together in unmanage-
able  quantities  which  we  regularly
cannot  chew  and  swallow,  then  we
have to turn to those who can help us,
or help our relatives or friends or con-
gregants, to  digest them.  Bitterness  is
destructive.  The poetess  Rachel knew
this well, from her long dying alone in
her room in Tel Aviv. Her fight against
it was evidently not easily won:

In my great loneliness, loneliness of a
wounded animal,

Hour on hour I lie, keep silence.
Fate has gleaned my vineyard, left
not a grape behind,
Yet the heart,  subdued, has forgiven.
If these days are the last of my days -
Let me be still,
Lest my bitterness cloud the still blue
Of the sky -my companion of old.

And what about God? I am reluctant
to  draw God overtly into a discussion
of suffering and pain unless invited to
do  so.  Sometimes  when  I  am  visiting
someone  in  hospital  or with  a person
who  is  undergoing  much  heartache  I
become deeply conscious of the verse
from  Psalms  that  God  is  near  to  the
broken-hearted  and  the  rabbinic  say-
ing  that  the  Presence  of  God  rests
above the pillow of the  sick.  But  I  do
not  necessarily  feel  that this  requires
articulation.  What. is  important  is  to
think about the way God is presented,
especially to people in times of trouble
and to  ask the question for whom  or-
ganised religion is perceived to be.

With respect to the former matter,  I
believe  that  God's  reasons  belong  to
the mysteries of God.  I rarely feel the
need to try to comfort the bereaved by
telling them that this is all part of the
eternal plan, though  it may,  jn certain

circumstances,  be  appropriate  to  as-
sent to this view if it is what the people
concerned  are  themselves   feeling.
What  really  is  important  is  to  try  to
share  the  sense  of  a  God  who,  dis-
regarding  the   issue   of  `why?',   is
experienced as saying "I am with [you]
in   trouble"   (Psalm   91:15).   Rabbi
Harold  Kushner,  author of  Wfee#  Bcrd
Things   Happen  to  Good  People,  is
greatly to be commended for the cour-
age and compassion of his thinking on
this  count,  though  some  would  take
issue with his understanding of God as
incapable  of preventing tragedy,  pre-
fening  to  leave  such  matters  to  the
realm of what we cannot know or un-
derstand.  If,  then,  God  is  with  us  in
our  pain,  the  challenge  becomes  that
of  mustering  sufficient  mental  calm
and courage to be open to God's pres-
ence  in  spite  of suffering.  It has been
noted that at all times we need to pray
for  the  strength  and  the  vision  to  be
able to pray. How much more true this
is in times of trouble and sorrow. The
meaning of the saying that God is there
with the  suffering and the  sick is that
we  maintain  the  faith  that  God  can
support us  and  enable  us  to  open  our
hearts  and  even  to  gain  new  wisdom
and greater compassion in all that hap-
pens  to  us,  for  good  and  for  bad,  in
pain as in joy.

As  for the  second question,  the  an~
swer  has  to  be  that  religion  is  for
everybody. I can still hear the words of
a very recent conversation  in  which  a
woman told me how none of this could
be  for her,  how  she had  simply  lived
through  too  much  misery  to  pick  up
the threads  of a religion the comforts
and assurances of which had failed the
reality test.  To  her I  felt one  ought to
say that religion is not an  cz#swer, but
a respo7?se, not ffee /z.g%f, but neverthe-
less perhaps /z.gfef, according as we may
be able to perceive it and be in need of
it.

This   leads  me  to  my   conclusion,
which  is  the  hope  that  wherever  our
ways  lead,  the  strength,  the  support,
the understanding and the openness of
heart will be with us to enable us to say
"a candle by my foothold is Your word,

a   light  to   show  my   path"   (Psalm
119,105)I
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OUR SHABBAT
`A:enthea::H}£fl:O#ya]ns::A:#,::e;aEct§

its   own   way"..   So   begins  Tolstoy's
A##cz  Kcr;-e#J.#cz.  This  is  the  fantasy  we
often  have  about  other families.  7lfeej.r
homes -our parents are always telling
us  -  are  unalloyed  havens  of  peace,
light  and joy.   Oi//~  home,  they  would
have  us  believe,  is the  only  one  in  the
whole  world  where  there  are  unruly,
noisy  and  disobedient  kids.  Once  you

get   to   know   other   families   more
intimately,  of course,  you  realise just
how  much  of a  fantasy  it  is.  Can  our
parents   really   have   believed   such
twaddle or was itjust part of the plot to
keep  kids  in  line,  at  least a little bit?

There is a parallel here with S4c7bbcz/.
Assuming we think about Slfecz6bc7/ at all
-for many Jews quite a big assumption
-we develop a fantasy picture, a com-

posite   image   made   up   of  our  own
experience,   what   we   learned   about
Sfecrbbcz/  in    chec7e;.    (religion   school),
what we imagine it to be like from film,
TV and literature and our fantasy about
what goes on  in other families.

My own experience of s4c7bbcz/,  as a
kid  growing  up  in   1950's  north-west
London,  consisted  of a  special  Friday
night  meal  and  regular  attendance  at
synagogue  on  Sfecrbbcr/  mornings  with
my  father -a pattern  which  continued
into   my   mid-teens.   We   didn't   light
Sfecrbbcz/ candles.  Indeed,  the  first time
I saw them on my parents' dinner table
was  the  first   S4crbba/  after  I  was  or-
dained.   I   recited  the   be;-czkfecz/7  -  five

years   at   Leo   Baeck   had  taught   me
something, after all.  We didn't do any
of the  traditional  E;~ev S/?czbbcr/ rituals.
While  it  might  not  have  felt  special,  it
did,  nevertheless,  feel  different.  It  did
not  leave me with a memory of some-
thing oppressive that  I  vowed to reject
once   I   got   old   enough   to   have   the
choice  -  something  which  happened
with many of my contemporaries. I had
no traumatic  memories  which  I  some-
how had to overcome when I did finally
come back to a lived Jewish life.  It did
not  mark  me  enough  to  want  to  per-
petuate   it  -just   what   was  there   to
perpetuate, anyway?  So it gave me  no
cause  for rebellion,  either.  It  left me,  I
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suppose,  with  a  sense  of openness  to

possibility, perhaps -if it was a possi-
bility  I  wanted to explore.  Negatively,
though,  it  left  me  with  no  childhood
models  to  use  as  reference  points  in
developing  my  own  patterns  of Sfeczb-
bcz/ observance. Even having a negative
model is still a model -"whatever I do
do,  I'm not going to do it /fecr/ way".

In  popular  culture,   Sfecrbbcz/  is  pre-
sented  as  a  `day  of rest'  -  a  time  to
recharge  spiritual  batteries.  It  is set up
to be an ideal day and while ideals give
something to aim  for,  reality  and ideal
must intersect somewhere.  It is one of
those cases  where we  could say,  "If it
wasn't for other people, Sfeczbbcz/ would
be   great".   The   idealised   image   of
Sfeabbcz/  does  not  allow  for  family  ar-
guments   and  tensions,   for  others  to`sabotage'   -   consciously   or   uncon-

sciously -our dream image.
It seems as if every family is shown

as  enjoying  this  wonderful  period  of
calm,  absence  of strife  and  tension  -
every  family,  that  is,  except  mine.   If
my  family  has  not  achieved  it,  there-
fore,  the  fault  and the  failure  must  lie
with   me.   There   is   something  wrong
with  me  if I  cannot  achieve  what  the
books  tell   me   everybody   else   does.
That, too,  is the danger of setting it up
as an apparently, easily attainable ideal.
A Jewish  Robinson  Crusoe  must have
had    some    wonderfully    peaceful
Sfeczbbcz/o/.  But once Man  Friday came
along  ...

So   I   can   remember  some  marvel-
lously peaceful  Friday nights from my
bachelor   days   when   I   would   often
spend Friday night alone. On your own

you  can create the 'sort of sfecrbbcz/ you
want  without  having  other  people  get
in the way  and  spoil  it. The peace  was
total, the meditative silence perfect, the
recharging  of batteries  uninterrupted.
But it created other problems -you do
feel  a bit  of a  `Charlie'  lighting  S4czb-
bcr/  candles  on   your  own   or  singing
4j.dd.fsfe beautifully to yourself.

My partner came from a background
where  she,  too,  had  little  Sfeczbbcr/  ob-

servance -perhaps even less than I had
known.  It meant we had to make deci-
sions about what we wanted S/?czbbcrf to
be.   We   could   not  take   anything   for

granted -there was nothing `to take'.
We knew that we did want to make

S4czbbcz/  special   and   different  -  but
every act required a decision. Our start-
ing  point  was,   I   suppose,  traditional
notions Of Shabbat pea:edce. Halakhah
had a vote - a strong vote - but never
an   outright   casting   vote.   It   was   our
starting  point -but  not  our automatic
end-point.  It was to be our guide -not
our  Procrustean  bed.   We  recognised
that this might lead to anomalies -but
also knew that whatever we did had to
`sit comfortably' with us and be conso-

nant with our lives. This did not -and
does  not  -  rule  out  changes  in  either
direction -towards, or away from, tra-
ditional forms or new ones.

We decided we would not use Sfecrb~
bcz/  for  shopping.  Not  that  we  would
not spend money.  If we went out for a
walk  and  wanted  tea,  it  felt  totally  in
keeping  with  our  view  of  Sfecrbbcz/  to
spend  money  for  that,  or  on  entrance
admission  to  a  museum  or an  art  gal-
lery.  But  we would not,  say,  go to the
cinema on a Sfeobbczf afternoon and cer-
tainly    not    do    ordinary    weekday
shopping.  I  suppose  we  felt we had to
establish  some  hierarchy  of appropri-
ate    Sfeczbbcrf  activity.   Of  course,   the
boundaries are arbitrary -they are not
always rfecz/czkfe!.c, they are obviously not
other people's, either.

We switch on the answerphone.  We
do not open obvious `business' mail on
S#czbbcrf  -  not  because  we  object  to
tearing but simply because we are look-
ing for ways to / 'fec7vc7!./, to make some
distinction between Sfeczbbcz/ and week-
day  activity.  What  are  the  things  that
`rule'  our lives?  How  can we  separate

ourselves from them on this day? How
can   we   build   some   sort   of   co/.c7o#
scr#/./c!/.;-e   around   this   space   called
`Sfeabbcz/',  to  keep  weekday  concerns

at  bay,  to  enhance  our  enjoyment  of
this time, with each other?

We knew that S/7czbbcz/ was to be for
us a time for family and friends. Especi-
ally  when  the  children  were  younger,
Sfecrbbcz/   afternoon   was   very   much
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`family  space'.   So,   for  example,   we

would not accept Bcz;./Bcz/#2;./zvcz/?  invi-
tations to  lunch  jf they  did  not  include
the children. We did not mind not going
and  we  hoped  our  hosts  would  under-
stand.  But that  space  felt  important and

precious. We went out with the children,
to a favourite park or wood, simply to be
together. We would often arrange to visit
friends for tea on our way back.

But even that is not always easy.  It is
hard  when  most  of  our  friends  have
different   conceptions   about   how   to
spend Sfeczbbo/.  I  understand that proc-
ess   of  `ghettoisation'   in   Jewish   life
whereby  like-minded  people  seek  out
each other's company -especially like-
minded   in  terms  of  how  they  spend
S/2c7bbc7/. When we find people like that
it's  an  added bonus,  but  we have  cho-
sen to live with the tension of enjoying
the  company  of our  friends  on  some
Sfeczbbcr/o/,  not  being  with  them  other
times, so that S4crbbc7/ can be particular
for us in the way we would like it to be.
Of course we could see them on other
days  in  the  week -but S/7czbbc7/ is  still
S/zcrbbcz/, for us if not for them.

We  decided  early  on - long before
we  had  children  -that  we  wanted  to
follow   many  of  the  traditional    Ej.ev
S/zczbbc7/   practices.   I   have  never  been
entirely   happy   with   what   I   call   the
`infantilisation'  of Judaism -reducing

festivals,   in  particular,  to  a  series  of

practices designed to condition children,
Pavlov-like,  into  certain  behaviour pat-
terns.   What   I   do  has  to  have  sense,
meaning and purpose forme. If it does, I
believe  it  will  also  ultimately  take  on
meaning and purpose for my children.

Food  is  always  special  -  we  start
talking  about  the   E;-ev  S/zobbcr/  meal
during the week and will often be cook-
ing  late  on  Thursday  night  -  if I  am
doing  it,  in  the  early  hours  of Friday
morning after sermon writing.

We start off by singing some ze7777.7.o/
-table  songs.  We  do  not  start  eating
the minute we sit down. One day in the
week,  at least,  we  want to  eat without
schedule -and clock-watching. That is
why a late Friday night service is a real
`killer'  as  far  as  private  Jewish  life  is

concerned.  It  leads  to  the  paradoxical
situation  of coming  home  from  work,
making   a   hurried    Sfecrbbcr/,    eating

quickly,  in order to go to synagogue -
to  celebrate  Sfecrbbc7/.

The  actual  meaning of the words of
some  of the  ze/7z/.;-o/  is  very  powerful,
almost   moving   me   to   tears,   though
when  I  enthuse about them to the chil-
dren, they look at me as jf I  am crazy.

We  all   light   S/2crbbcr/  candles.  The
children  have their own  set  of candle-
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sticks,   Dee   and   I   use   the   ones   my
mother never lit, which belonged to her

grandmother  and  which   she  brought
with  her  from  Poland just  before  the
war.  Lighting them now, there is a real
sense  of  re-establishing  a  connection
with one small part of Jewish life which
has been  severed for two or three gen-
erations.  After  lighting  the  candles,  we
bless the children.  As they  have  grown,
this practice has gone, in their eyes, from
essential incomprehension, to enjoyment
of this  moment  of closeness,  hugging
and  kissing,  to  now  finding  it  pretty
cringe-making,  especially  if  we  have
visitors. I like to think that deep down -
at  some  level  they  may  not  even  be
aware  of -  they  enjoy  it  -  I  know,  I
know,  leave  me  a  few  fantasies.  Re-
establishing links across time and space
has  become  very  important  for  me  in
terms ofsfecrbbcr/ practice. Before light-
ing   the   candles,   we   would   give   the
children   some  coins  for  thein  to  put
into collecting boxes -a JNF Blue Box
and  an  Oxfam  collecting  tin.  This  has
tended  to  go  by  the  board  more  re-
cently,  as  the  children  have  grown.   I
can   see  that   we   need  to   look  at  the
Tzedakah/Shabbaf    connect:\on  or\ce
again  and  find  a  way  of doing  some-
thing appropriate to their age now.

We make 4/.c7d£/i/? and then do /?ef/./c7/

);czc7cz}v.#t,   washing  hands.  Another  act
for me  of /'/2crvdz./,  which  we  don't  do
during the rest of the week.  Years ago
we  established  a  rota  for   /77o/z/.  -  the
initial  blessing  -  to  avoid  arguments
about whose turn  it is.  And we eat.

There is a feeling on  Friday night of
letting  go,  of. feeling  energy  and  ten-
sion   almost   tangibly   draining   out
through   the   pores.   The   atmosphere
does change.  But the result  is  also that
we feel the tiredness that has probably
been repressed during the week by the

pressure  of time,  work  and  everyday
concerns.  Maybe that  is why  it  is  easy
to  get  irritable  when  things  do  not  go

just as you want.
Researchers   into  the   dynamics   of

family  relationships   know  that  most

quarrels in the home take place around
the  dinner table.  Perhaps  investing  so
much  in  it  makes  it  easier for a  wilful
kid to sabotage it.

Yet  I  also  remember  a  Friday  night
meal  with  some  friends  in  Jerusalem.
They were serious ultra-orthodox with
separate   kitchens   and   dishwashers.
They  were  very  laid  back  about  their
children.   They   would   wander  away
from the table, even whileze;7z!.;.o/ were
being   sung,   come  back,   wander  off
again.  Nobody  tried  to  make  them  sit

glued  to  their chairs.  We  learned  a  lot

about  `religious  relaxation'  that   E/-ev
Sfeczbbcz/  and  maybe  about  how  to  in-
vest,   in   a  different  way,   in  order  to
create something special and different.

Other things still  `knock at the door',
claiming attention -"Red  Dwarf" and
"Roseanne"  are  the  current  competi-

tors   with     E/.ev   S/?cr66cz/.   There    is
nothing   un-`S/7c7bbesc//.k',   pe;-   s.e,   in
watching  TV  together.  Wc  seldom,  if
ever,  do that together during the week.
Just  being  together,  sharing  laughter,
eating  Sfeczbbcr/ `goodies'  is good.  The
only  problem  is  when  the  pressure  of
transmission time becomes too urgent.

Until  recently,  we  did a lot of enter-
taining  on   I/.ev  S/?czbbcr/.   Advancing

years take their toll, as does the weekly
schedule.  But  it  is  always  particularly
special  when  we have people around.

Except for the time when our guests
asked  us,  ``Do you  do  this  every  week
or is it just for us?" -as if what we did
was  meant  as  some  sort  of pedagogic
experience for them.

Increasingly pleasurable  as the chil-
dren  have  grown  up  has  been  simply
`checking  in'  with  each  other,  telling

each  other  what  has  been  going  on  at
school  and  at  work,  in  the  community
and  in  the  world,  what  has been  good
and  bad  in  all  that.  There  is  less  of a
feeling  that the  children  want  to  leave
the table as soon as they can.

We    will    sometimes   sing    more
ze;I?/.;.o/ between courses and we always
finish  with  Bj.;.kc}/ f7cr;77c7zo#,  the  grace

after meals.
There are not too many Friday nights

which   arrive   without  that  feeling   of
sliding  into  some  special  sort  of time
and  space.   It   is   a  truism  -  but   only
becomes one when  you  discover it  for

yourself -that  S/7czbbc7/  becomes  spe-
cial in some way with a reorjentation in
the  way  we  see  the  rest  of the  week.
What  we  do  with  S/tcrbbcz/  is  not  just
what  we  do  on  Friday  night  or  Satur-
day.    It   is   equally   to   do   with   the
relationship  we  see  between  that  day
and the rest of the week.  I  can  see that
if it suddenly lands on you, without any

preparation or prior thought, it will  not
mean a great deal.  It is something about
reorienting one's week, one's attention
and  viewing  things  in  a  different  rela-
tionship.  As  I  have  increasingly  been
able to realise that and explore the pos-
sibilitics  inherent  in  that,  S/7crbbo/  has
come  to  take  on  a  fuller  and  dccper
meaning for mel
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THIS   IS   A   STRANGE   BOOK
about   a   strange   personality.
Claiming to  be  "The biography

of a man; the biography ofa movement",
it  is  neither.  There  is  next  to  nothing
about   Salanter  personally.   He   is   as
shadowy at the end of the book as at the
beginning. The author acknowledges as
much in his epilogue, where he writes:
"The  picture  of Rabbi  Israel  Salanter

that emerges from the body of this book
is primarily that of a teacher, educator,
thinker   and   leader.   However,   the

personal   dimension   in   his   image
remains obscure".

That, incidentally, is one of the more
flowing passages of prose in 389 pages
of sludge. Typical  of a literary style in
which words and sentences stumble af-
ter   each   other   with   the   lumbering
clumsiness of manacled prisoners on a
chain gang, is the following, chosen at
random: "Generally speaking, one may
say   that   the   scholar-4crs';.c/,   who   at-
tempted   to   base   his   practice   upon
expert   knowledge   of  the   primary
sources  of the  Acz/cz4/7czfe,  developed  an
awareness  of  situations   in   regard  to
which the broader public was not aware
of the relevancy of the Ac}/crkfeczA". Even
allowing  for the  problems  of translat-
ing   from   the   original   Hebrew   of
lmmanuel Etkes, my abiding sensation
was one of profound gratitude at never
having  had to  sit through  a  lecture  by
the  Professor  of Modern  Jewish  His-
tory at the Hebrew University.

So, if this book is not a portrait of the
man or a history of the Mussar -why a
double  `s',  when  the  usual  translitera-
tion  only  has  one?  -movement,  then
what  is  it?  Well,  it  strikes  me  as  yet
another attempt by modern nco-Ortho-
dox scholarship to demonstrate -quite
falsely -that one  more of its great  lu-
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minaries  from   a  previous  generation
was a walking embodiment of Samson
Raphael  Hirsch's  dictum  about  rorczfe
j.in  derecfe  ere/z  -  the  desirability  of
combining  traditional  Jewish  learning
with  secular  culture.   In  other  words,
that the perceived dichotomy between
tradition  and  modernity  is  a  false  one
and  both   aspects  can  be   felicitously
combined in a ro;.czfe-true Jewish life in
today's world.

Apart from Hirsch himself, who was
a man of broad education familiar with
the classic German writers, I have never
been   convinced  that   the   other  great
names   of  post-Enlightenment  Ortho-
doxy   were   as   knowledgeable   about
contemporary   European   thought   as
they are cracked up to be. Perhaps those
stern  guardians  of traditional  Judaism
did indeed secretly devour the "forbid-
den" writings of Rousseau, Descartes and
Voltaire with the same avidity that mod-
ern-day );esfej.vcrbocfeers in Stamford Hill
allegedly  peruse  the  girlie  magazines
on the top shelves of their local newsa-
gents,   but   it   is   unlikely,   given   the
confines   within   which   they   operate.
The  Vilna  Gaon,  for  example,  was  a

prodigious Talmudic scholar whose in-
terests   led   him   to   explore   algebra,

geometry, astrology and geography and
to  encourage  his  disciples  to  translate
works  on  these  subjects  into  Hebrew.

But his knowledge of mathematics and
science   was  gleaned   from   medieval
texts.  He  was blithely  unaware  of and
unaffected by, the revolutionary impli-
cations   of  Newtonian   physics   and
eighteenth century astronomy. Despite
the tributes  of disciples to  his general
erudition,  in  reality  the  Vi]na  Gaon's
world view was as outmoded as that of
the  cardinals  who  had tried to  silence
Galileo.

In  similar vein,  Etkes repeats,  with-
out   critical   comment,   the   fanciful
notion of salanter's followers that their
master  was  the  forerunner  of modern
psychology, having discovered the dis-
tinction  between  the  unconscious  and
the conscious some eighty years before
Freud!  If we are to believe these admir-
ers,  Salanter was  deeply  influenced  in
his  theory  of the  "dark"  and  "bright"
forces of`the human psyche by the writ-
ings of the philosopher lmmanuel Kant
-despite barely being able to read Ger-
man. Truly a visionary.

Contrary  to  this  naive  portrait  of a
co-explorer  with   Kant   and   Freud   in
fearlessly  rolling  back  the  boundaries
of` human  understanding,  any  objective
assessment of salanter glimpsed through
the  haze  of his  supporters'   adulation
and his own artful attempts at conceal-
ment  would  suggest an  aloof,  prickly,
melancholic,   innately   conservative
man.  The  movement  he  founded  was
an austere attempt to counteract the ef-
fects   on   traditional    piety   of   the
f7czs4cr/crA  by a regimen  of daily  medi-
tation   and   self-examination   and   the
regular study of ethical  literature,  in or-
der  to  inculcate  constant  self-criticism,
subdue vanity, overcome preoccupation
with worldly af`fairs and ascend the lad-
der  of  spiritual   perfection.   This  was
asceticism  for  the  Lithuanian  masses,
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although its severe demands precluded
it from ever becoming a popular move-
ment like  Hassidism.

Since  the  author hardly  does  so,  let
me  sketch  a  brief biography  of Israel
Salanter and the movement he inspired.
Sent by  his  parents  to  study   ro;.cr/i  in
Salant,   he   moved  to   Vilna   in   1840,
where he was invited to serve as princi-

pal   of  the    }/esA!.vclfe   and   took   the
initiative   towards   establishing   the
Mussar (strict ethical behaviour) move-
ment.  Despite  the  honour  in  which  he
was  held  for his  learning  and piety,  in
1848 he forsook Vilna for Kovna and a

position  in  the  Nevyozer fe/o!.z (prayer
house). Nine years later he left  Lithua-
nia  for intermittent sojourn  in  Memel,
Kocnigsberg  and  Berlin,  where  he  in-
tensified   his   preaching   and  teaching
activities.  In  1880 he took up residence
in Paris to work with the community of
Polish and Russian immigrants, but two

years  later was back  on  Russian  terri-
tory  to   lead  a  two-pronged  struggle
against the  f7os4cz/czfe  reformers  on the
one hand and the government-inspired
plan  to  re-establish  a  rabbinical  semi-
nary,    on    the    other.    He    died    in
Koenigsberg   in   1883,   aged   seventy-
three.

Married, with two daughters and four
sons, Salanter eschewed family life and
material   comfort  for  his  public  mis-
sion.   As  befitted  a    /zodd/.4,   he   was
punctilious   in   business   dealings   and
scrupulous in word and deed.  His rela-
tions with his dependants were formal
and   restrained,   but   he   publicly   dis-
owned  his  youngest   son,   Yom  Tov
Lipman  Lipkin,  who had gone to  uni-
versity, been awarded his doctorate and
became an eminent scientist. Although
Salanterj.ealously guarded his privacy,
we know that he received medical treat-
ment for severe and recurring bouts of`
depression.

Despite his extensive efforts and per-
sonal  renown,  the  Mussar  movement
barely  made  headway  during  his  life-
time.   The   severity   of  its   discipline
deterred all but the keenest and the offi-
cial  rabbinic  leadership,  still  licking the
wounds of Hassidic factionalism, reacted
coolly to the prospect of another sectar-
ian   split   within   Lithuanian   Jewry.   In
addition, the opponents of Mussar feared
that  it  would  lure  students  away  from
ro;.czfe  study to  the  frippery  of ethical
literature.

In  the  two  decades  after  his  death,
Salanter's  disciples  succeeded  where
he had failed. The focus of their activ-
ity  shifted to  the };es%!.vo/ and  Mussar
instruction became part of the curricu-
lum, the more so once it was perceived
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that  Mussar  teaching  was  particularly
successful   in   stemming   the   tide   of
Hczskcz/czfe  amongst  the  young.   By  the
turn   of  the   twentieth   century,   the
Mussar  movement   was   the   leading
force  in  the  Lithuanian   );esfe!.vo/  and
highly influential within Orthodox cir-
cles,   a   reactionary  bulwark   against
Enlightenment values and modernising
tendencies.

There is a distinct strand of pietistic,
ethical  teaching  which  runs  from  the
Vilna  Gaon  (1720-97)  through  Rabbi
Hayyim   of   Volozhin   (1749-1821),
Rabbi  Zundel  of  Salant  (1786-1866),
to   Israel   Salanter  (1810-1883).   Their
extensive writings revolve around one
common  theme:   the  relationship  be-
tween    ro;.c7/2   -  that   is,  the   study   of
Tctict\ous law  -Halakhal.  and  yii.'ah,
the  fear of God.  Which  is  the  superior
virtue -studying ro;.c74 or, through fear
of God, striving after ethical perfection?

All  four  masters  affirm  that  j/j.;.'cr/7
takes  precedence.  The  Vilna  Gaon  in-
sisted that those  who  do  not  bother to
improve  their  character  will  find  that
even  the  fence  they  have built  around
themselves through study of the ro;-cz4
will   not   keep   out   sin.   For   Salanter,
"Mussar  study  calls  upon  man  to  re-

member his end, for he will not live for
ever in this lowly world .... therefore it
is incumbent upon  us to engage in  His
service, that our reward may be paid in
our true place".

But -and this is the important point
-  the   ethical   qualities   derived   from

j/;.r'czfe   had  only   one   aim,    w/2f.c/7   wcrs
maxirl"m fillfilment  Of the  command-
ments  Of the  halakhah.  That was the
determining  criterion  of  ideal   ethical
behaviour.    yz.;-'a4  might  be  the  supe-
rior virtue,  but  only  because  it  caused
everything to be subordinated to ro;.CZA.

Salanter makes this clear in his three
essential  conditions for anyone hoping
to  train  for  rabbinic  of`fice.   First,  the
candidate   had   to   acquire   extensive
knowledge both  of the tractates  of the
ra/;77£fc7  and  of  the  medieval  pos4j.#2,
legal  experts, because any Acz/cz44/.c rul-
ing could not be based on later authorities
alone.   Secondly,  he  had  to  be  able  to
draw  an  analogy  between  one  law  and
another and to derive one thing from an-
other.  And  thirdly,  he  had  to  cultivate
ethical qualities that would guarantee loy-
alty to the truth of the ro;.czfe.

This is where communication breaks
down   between   Mussar  ideology   and
any modern, western-educated Jew. Or
indeed,  between  Mussar ideology  and
Maimonides, for whom ethical perfec-
tion  was  a  necessary  precondition  for
the achievement of the ultimate goal of

Divine   service   -   namely,   the   pure
knowledge of God.

Our terms of reference are no longer
compatible.  Mussar  does  not  even  at-
tempt,   as   did   Maimonides   and   the
Jewish philosophers of Spain, to seek a
synthesis  between   Aristotelian  ethics
and the outlook of the classical Talmudic
sages. `Ethics' in western thought means
something quite different from its mean-
ing   in   Mussar  thought.   Schooled   in

principles   which   derive   from   Greek
philosophy, we evaluate any system of
morals  .by   altruistic,   not  pragmatic,
standards.   Whether   it   be   Plato's
Highest  Form  of Good  or  Kant's  Cat-
egorical   Imperative,   we   look   for   a
universal, intrinsic validity jn any ethi-
cal   affirmation,   not   its   utilitarian
application  as  a  means  to  an  end.  The
cultivation of ethical virtues is, we feel,
a worthy  aim  in  itself.  and not  merely
to bolster belief in the commandments
of the  ro;.cr/7.

If that is why Mussar doctrine is ulti-
mately unsatisfying -neither theology
nor  philosophy,   as  both   are  conven-
tionally   understood   in   the   western
intellectual  tradition -it  is worth  con-
sidering why ethical literature generally
has played only a marginal  role  in the
development of Jewish thought.  Apart
from   an   obligatory   selection   from
P/./-4ej.  Ai/o/  in  most  prayer books,  the
writings of, for example, Saadiah Gaon
and  Moses  Hayyim  Luzzatto,  two  sta-
ples  of the  genre,  are  only  studied  by
PhD candidates.

A cynic might respond that we Jews

prefer material to moral self-improve-
ment. Or, more generously, that action,
not   contemplation,   is  the   motivating
impulse of Judaism,  which is why Or-
thodoxy stresses ritual  observance and
Progressive Judaism emphasises social

justice.
But action  without contemplation  is

only half of the religious life.  Any dis-

passionate Jewish student of religion is
bound to admit that the vast storehouse
of Judaism  contains  little  in  it to  com-
fort  the  ethical  or  devotional  quest  as
much as, in their totally disparate ways,
do  the  Dialogues  of Plato,  the  reflec-
tions of Marcus Aurelius, the epigrams
of Montaigne or Pascal ' s Pe#5`eGs`, to cite
but   a   few   examples.   Israel   Salanter,
despite the best ef`forts of this non-biog-
raphy to promote him as a major thinker,
writer and psychologist, isjust not in the
same league.
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remarkable that he is so little known in
Britain.

A   man   of  boundless   energy,   he
founded   the   three   institutions   upon
which American Reform rests: the Un-
ion   of  Congregations   (1873),   the
Hebrew  Union  College (I 875) and the
Conference   of  Rabbis   (1889).   The

postwar  development  of  the   British
congregational   unions   (RSGB   and
ULPS), the Leo Baeck College and the
Assembly of Rabbis and Rabbinic Con-
ference     has     been     considerably
influenced  by  these  American  institu-
tions.  Wise  is  therefore  significant  in
the history of modern  British Judaism.
He  was  a  man  of great  courage  and
passion,   abrasive   and   contentious,
charming and tactless.

Sefton Temkin  has outdone himself
in   this   excellent   critical   biography.
Emeritus  Professor  of Jewish  History
at the State  University of New York at
Albany,  Temkin  is  himself a  Hebrew
Union College product. Before coming
to  the  college,  he  was  a  British  barris-
ter.

Wise  was  born  in  Bohemia  in   1819
into  the  repressive and  reactionary  at-
mosphere  of  Metternich's  Europe.  A
mere  nine  years  before  Wise's  birth,
Israel  Jacobson  had  begun  the  simpli-
fied   services   for  the   students   at   his
academy   in   Seesen,   West   Germany,
which  would  one  day  lead  to  the  Re-
form   movement.   Modern  orthodoxy,
which  began  as  a reaction  against  Re-
form,  did  not  yet  exist.  The  eminent
Samson Raphael Hirsch was to found it
in   1836.

At  13,  Wise went to  Prague to study
with  Herz  Homberg,  one  time tutor to
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the children of Moses Mendelssohn. In
later years, Wise claimed to have stud-
ied  at  the  universities  of  Prague  and
Vienna.   Temkin   has   his   doubts.   He
writes with great delicacy:  `Obviously
the "D.D" (Doctor of Divinity), which
Wise sometimes appended to his name
was  never  conferred  by  a  university'.
Temkin finds reason to doubt, too, the
claim that Wise received rabbinical or-
dination  at  Prague.  `In  that  era',  says
Temkin,   `the   waters   of  the   Atlantic
washed  away  many  a  defect'.  Even  at
so tender an age, Wise was determined
to  succeed.  In  later years  he  wrote  an
autobiographical  novel  of youth  enti-
tled Er Kann Noch Sein GIL.ick Machen
(`He  can  still  win  luck  to  his  side'),  a
tale of heroic triumph over adversity.

In   1846   Wise   sailed   to   America.
Prior to  that  he  played  no  part  in  the
three great conferences that shaped Eu-
ropean   Reform:   Brunswick   (1844),
Frankfurt  (]845)  and  Breslau  (1846).
His destiny lay in America. Just before
his  ship  arrived,  he  had  a  vision,  actu-
ally   a   dream,   to   which   hc   referred
several  times  in  his  writings,  in  which
he saw himself as a hero saving people
in a terrible storm,  leading them out of
the  ocean  over  rocks  to  climb  great
mountains  and  fighting  off devils,  hu-
man and supernatural.

The heroic vision fitted in well  with
the  mood  of America  in  1846.  It  was
the era of `manifest destiny', which be-
lieved  it was manifestly the destiny of
the  United  States to rule.  America felt
itself to be young, immortal, unlimited,
capable  of anything.  It  was  unfettered
by  the  stifling traditions  and  animosi-
ties of the old. Americans were limited
only  by  their  drive,  talent  and  will.  A
common labourer, it was said, could in
a  year  or  so  become  a  physician  or  a
lawyer.   Land  was  to  be  had  for  the
taking,  for  the  frontier  did  not  close
until  1900. There was room for every-
one  and  need  for everyone.  Wise,  the
hero, found a home.

He  writes  that  he  found  appalling
igno+ance     in      America's     Jewish
community,   together   with   chaotic
disorganisation.  There  were  only  two
ordained   rabbis   in   New   York   and
one  national  Jewish  publication,    7lfec
Occ!.de#/, founded by the dif.fident Or-
thodox scholar Isaac Leeser (1806-1868)
only three years before Wise ainved.  A
man of action, Wise  set  out to  conquer
America, as he said, or at least to create
out  of the  chaos  and  ubiquitous  petty
factionalism   a   powerful   and   united
American  Jewry.   It  was  clear  to  him
that Judaism, correctly interpreted, was
the  religion  of the  future,  which  best
expressed  the  American  soul  and  to-
wards   which   the   rational,   practical,
future-oriented new world was leaning.

As  a  first  step,  Wise  began  to  put
together  a  prayer  book  which  would
embody   the   spirit   of  the   new,   free
world.  Liberated  from  some of the  re-
strictions   of  the   old   s`!.dc7£//.,   his   new

prayer   book,   the     A4!.;7feog   A#7e;.z.cc7
would soon, he hoped, serve all Ameri-
Ca¥i:swiss.animportantpoint.Wisewas
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not  the  apostle   of  revolutionary   Re-
form.   His   vision   was   broader.   He
wanted to fashion a union of all Ameri-
can   Jews,   orthodox   and  progressive
alike and to that end he was prepared to
compromise.

Wise's first pulpit was that of Con-

gregation Beth El in Albany, capital of
New   York   State.   His   power   as   a
preacher  soon  made  him  the  pre-emi-
nent rabbi of the area and from Albany
he   began   to   publish   regularly   in
Leeser's  Occz.de#/.  His powerful  com-
mand  of the  pulpit,  together  with  his
willingness to travel anywhere to speak,

gave him a reputation as a leader in his
region   and  his  extensive,   not  to  say
excessive,   publication   projected  him
into   national  prominence.   He  under-
stood from the outset the power of print
and  used  it  limitlessly.   Although  his
views were often heterodox, the toler-
ant Leeser continued to publish him.

He was invited to Charleston, South
Carolina,  in  1850,  where he  took  part
in   a   debate   with   the   distinguished
scholar,   the   Reverend   Dr.   Morris  J.
Raphall,  who  challenged him  directly
on whether he rejected the doctrines of
the   messiah   and   resurrection.   Wise,
concerned   not  to   alienate  traditional
Jews,   waf.fled,   although  jt  was  clear
from  his  writings that  Raphal]  was on
to  a good point.

Wise  could  also  be  abrasive.  He  so
alienated his lay leadership and divided
the  Congregation  Beth  El  that  at  the
Rosh  Hashanah  serv.\ce  o£ 7  Septem-
ber  1850  a  fist  fight  broke  out  on  the

pulpit  during the  rorofe  service  and  a
full-scale  riot  ensued.   Police  and  re-

porters arrived. Arrests followed. What
an exciting rabbi !

A  new congregation  of Wise's  sup-

porters,   Anshe  Emeth,   sprang  up  in
Albany   and  thanks  to   Wise's   com-
manding  pulpit  personality  it  became
the dominant congregation  in the city.
His  innovations there,  brought in  dur-
ing   1851,  were  principally  the  use  of
the  organ,  the  introduction  of family
pews with mixed seating and the use of
a choir in place of the cantor. Four years
later,   Wise  went  to  B'nai  Jeshurun  in
Cincinnati,  Ohio.  Cincinnati    was  then

Queen City of the American West, the
gateway   to   Western   expansion,   the
trading  and  cultural  centre  before  the
railway   gave  that   place  to   Chicago.
B.nai   Jeshurun,   now   the   I.M.   Wise
Temple, was its most prominent Jewish
house  of worship.  Wise  was  brought
there  on  a  lifetime  contract  at  a  high
salary without the usual trial  sermon.

All   the   while,   Wise   never  ceased
travelling wherever train or boat could
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take  him  and  wherever  he  found  an
audience, giving lectures, sermons and
short courses  in Judaism,  Christianity,
ethics, history and philosophy. He con-
tinued to publish as one possessed, not
only  in  the  Jewish  press,  but  in  two
newspapers  which  he  founded,  edited
and  partly  financed;    7lfec  /srcze/j./e   in
English  and  Dj.e Deborczfe  in  German.
The  Israelite  was later  rena.ned   The
Amer!.co# /srcze/Jte, which more exactly
reflected  Wise's  philosophy.   He  was
perhaps the first American rabbi to take
on        the        whole        country        as
his   parish,   a   national,   charismatic
La#desrczbbz.#e/-  with  hosts  of friends
and enemies, to be lauded and scourged
in  the  press.  He  filled  his  newspapers
with  Jewish   news  from   everywhere,
with original novels in English and Ger-
man, fiery and passionate polemics and
apologetics that viewed his struggle as
cosmic  and  his  enemies  as  demonic.
He   was   a   defender   of  the   faith
wherever he  thought  Judaism.  slighted
or  devalued,  whether  by  a  misguided
Christian cleric or an all-too-cleverjour-
nalist  in the popular  press,  a  politician
of any rank or a co-religionist.  He was
also  a  family  man,  although  where  he
found the time,  let alone the energy,  I
cannot  imagine.

Wise was altogether American in his

preference   for  practical   achievement
over theological consistency.

In his   Foul.  Principles  of JLldaism,

published in  1851, Wise adopts an anti-
Talmudical   stance.   In   opposing   the
binding authority of the rcr/#2ifd, which,
unlike  the   Bible,   is  a   "mere  human
document  open  to  error",  Wise  like-
wise   opposed   Leeser,   Editor  of   7lrfee
Occ/.cJe#/.   By   1855,   however,   Wise
would  be  proclaiming  that   authentic
Judaism  must be  guided by the  Bible,
the word of God, as interpreted by the
rcz/mffd.  Wise  was  too  big  a  man  to
allow  some trifling quibble to prevent
the  Orthodox  from  coming  under  his
umbrella. Leeser, however, was unable
to   follow   Wise's  constant  contradic-
tions and the two fell out. As a result, in
1852  Wise  assumed  the  editorship  of
7lfee A5.;77o#ccz#,  which  became  a  lively
literary platform for his views and am-
bitions.  Somehow  in  this  period  Wise
also  wrote  a  history  of the  Jews  from
ancient times to the present.  In keeping
with  a  religious  philosophy  which  de-
manded  no  abdication  of the  intellect,
jt was devoid of miracle stories. Wise's
work  at  B'nai  Jeshurun  in   1854-1855
makes little or no reference to Reform,
for Wise had his sights on higher things.

Through  a  good  many  tours  to  the
eastern   seaboard,   he   promoted   his

dreams  of union.  He  did  the  same  in
the  midwest,  where  his  great  strength
lay.   He   wanted  all   congregations  to
adopt a single prayer book, namely the
A4!.#feczg  Ame;-j.ccz.   He  also  wanted  the
whole American Jewish community to
sponsor  a   Jewish   university   for  ad-
vanced   study,   not   only   for   native
home-grown rabbis who would reflect
the proper American spirit, but for lay-
men who might become more educated
in  their  Judaism.  The  tours  promoted
the growth of a number of zion Colle-
giate      Associations      in      various
congreg.ations  to  support  such  a  plan.
Wise's   endless   words,   in   print   and
from  the  pulpit,   carry  a  message  of
optimism      which      is      altogether
messianic.  His  vision  of the  future  on
the   eve   of  the   American   Civil   War
( 1861 -1865)  sweeps us up in a cloud of
glory and Jewish triumphalism.

Here is a point which Temkin fails to
see:  the  dominant  spirit  of the  whole

period,   which   Wise,   as   the   totally
Americanized  man,  faithfully  and  ac-
curately reflects,  leads to the  outbreak
of the  American  Civil  War.  Temkin,
like most British historians dealing with
that  war,  misapprehends  and  overval-
ues the importance of the slavery issue
in  provoking  it.  That  reflects a  North-
ern bias. Even Winston Churchill  in his
otherwise   excellent   monograph   on
"The  American  Civil   War"  mistakes

the  role  of slavery  in  the  outbreak  of
the conflict.

The fact  is that  slavery  had nothing
whatsoever to do with it. President Lin-
coln  made  it  abundantly  clear that his
first  and  last  aim  was  to  preserve  the
Union, nothing else. He was willing, he
said  repeatedly,  to  do  so  with  slavery
or  without  it,  whatever  worked.  The
Emancipation   Proclamation,   a   care-
fully   crafted   document   designed   to
impress   British   and   other  foreigners
and  anyone   else   considered  gullible,
deliberately   excluded   slaves   in   the
northern  states,  the  Union  states  and
applied  only  to  those  states  not  under
Lincoln ' s control .

A  southern historian  might say with
equal  justice  that  the  real  issue  was  a
contest  of power.  The  South  took ihc
position that each  state had voluntarily
wedded   itself  to   a   confederation   in
which the industrialized North was cco-
nomically   exploiting   the   agricultural
South.  Powerless to  stop  the  exploita-
tion, the South exerted its right to seek
a divorce. The North took the position
that  America  could  never be  a  power
with its back door open and therefore it
could  not permit a  divorce.  Once  wed

Confiniied on  next  I)age
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must remain wedded forever, like it or
not.   Southerners,   relatively   few   of
whom ever held slaves, argued that the
freedom tojoin with another or to with-
draw was a fundamental human liberty.
It had been exercised first by the Colo-
nies   in   the   American   Revolution   of
1776  against  Britain  and  this  was,  as
they   frequently   said,   the   Second
American   Revolution.   That   was   for
them the issue which provoked the war.

Once the  war got  underway,  it took
on  a  life  of its  own,  in  which  slavery
became a major issue for many partici-

pants.  The  slavery  issue  also  gave  a
certain  moral  high  tone  which  served
to justify the unexpectedly high cost of
the   war  to   the   North   in   blood   and
money.

When  Wise  reflected  an  emphasis
on union and on power, expressed in a
desire for a union of all American He-
brew  congregations,  together  with  a
union  of all  American rabbis and a uni-
fied  Jewish   university-cum-seminary
and when he was willing to pursue these
ends  with  a  cheery  disregard  for  theo-
logical  consistency,  he  was opting  for

power. He was accurately reflecting on
a  Jewish  level,   m£/fcr/!.s  m!//cr#dz.s,   the
single  issue  which,  on  a national  level
dominated  the  period  and  which  pro-
voked the war.  In this he was totally in
tune with the American mood.

The first rabbinical  conference took
place in Cleveland in  1855. There Wise
suppressed any Reform inclinations he
might have entertained and pushed for
the formation of a union.  Rabbi  David
Einhorn, the German enthusiast of Re-
form,   came   into   conflict   with   Wise
because  he  felt  that  the  compromises
needed  to  effect  union  demanded  of
him   sacrifices  of  principle  which  he
was  not  prepared  to  make.   In   1857,
Wise   revised   and   republished   his
A4j.#fecrg A#€e;-;.ccz,  which  I  interpret not
as  self-aggrandisement  -  although  it
was  that,  too  -  but  rather  as  another
move  promoting  the  union  of Ameri-
ca's  Jews.   When   a   meeting   of  the
Board of Delegates of American Israel-
ites was called in  1859, however, Wise
opposed  union.  Temkin  believes  that
this opposition arose because Wise felt
he would not be in control  of it.

All the time, Wise would not let con-
sistency     of    principle,     at     least
theological principle, get in the way of

practical political achievement. He was
at one time so carried away by opposi-
tion  to  what  he  considered  Christian
ideas corroding authentic Judaism, that
he  actually  condemned  as  un-Jewish
the idea of a personal God, the doctrine
of salvation and the notion that sinners
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could  be  reconciled  to  God.  Sin  was
sin  and  notions of reconciliation  were
romantic   twaddle.   But   soon   he   re-
treated from that position.

It   was   given  to   Wise   in   his   later

years  to  see  the  fruition  of his  plans,
but  not  in  the  way  that  he  had  first
envisioned.   He   had   dreamed   of  an
American  union  of all  Jews.  That was
the "union" part of the  Hebrew Union
College,   the   Union   of   American
Hebrew   Congregations,   the   Central
Conference  of (all)  American  Rabbis.
In  the  end,  the  irreducible  theological
minima  of principle  would  not  allow
that to be.

It did not help that the first graduat-
ing class of the Hebrew Union College
at  Cincinnati  held  a  community-wide
celebratory banquet catered by a Jewish
firm that Wise engaged and graciously
attended by many members of the or-
thodox  community.  When  the  caterer
brought  out  shellfish,  some  of the  or-
thodox found it necessary to decamp in
a  hurry.  The  situation  could  still  have
been saved, but Wise, with his custom-
ary  tact,  chose  to  consider  the  whole
business  a  laughing  matter.   In  retro-
spect, it is remarkable that the orthodox
went along with him as far as they did.

But  he  did  succeed  in  a  sense.   He
lived  to  see  the  Union  of  Congrega-
tions  founded  under the presidency  of
his friend Moritz Loth in  1873  and un-
der the  Union's patronage the College
was firmly established two years later.
Even  the  rabbinical  body,  not  an  au-
thoritative legislature or synod as Wise
characteristically   had   wished,   but
rather a mere "conference", came into
being in the last years of wise's life, in
time for him to be its first President.

Wise  was  truly  a  child  of his times
and  of the  American  spirit  which  in-
fused  his  age.  From  his  first  days  off
the ship he grasped the American spirit
of  exuberant  optimism   and   limitless

possibility.   Further,   he   reflected   the
practical   American   drive   towards
strength through union, even at the ex-
pense  of what  some  called  principle,
that marked the political philosophy of
the North.

Dr  Temkin  has  performed  a  great
service  with  this  highly  readable  and
insightful bookl
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WHEN JEWS FRAME JEWS

WHEN  I  WAS  DELVING
into   the   lives   and   careers
of  Anglo-Jewish   artists,   I

was   struck  by  the   fact  that,   whilst
scenes of Jewish ritual  and celebration
formed  a  major part  of the  oe£/vre  of
some, others rarely or never paint such
scenes.  Further research  revealed  that
often the observant Jews did not paint
such scenes, whereas those who did not
lead strictly Jewish  lives refer back to
their faith in their paintings. The work
of  prominent   Jewish   artists   of  the
nineteenth    and    early    twentieth
centuries   suggests   some   reasons   for
their choice of subjects.

The first Anglo-Jewish artist of sig-
nificance   was   Solomon   Alexander
Hart. He became the first Jewish mem-
ber of the Royal  Academy in  1840. He
is  best  known  for  his  large  historical

paintings  such  as  "Richard  Coeur  de
Lion",   which   was   exhibited   at   the
Royal  Academy  in   1835.  But  in  addi-
tion   to   portraits   of   distinguished
members of the Jewish community, in-
cluding Sir Moses  Montefiore,  he also

painted  a   number  of  Biblical   scenes
and scenes of Jewish celebrations, such
as  the  "Rejoicing  of the   Law  in  the
Synagogue  of  Leghorn",  now   in  the
collection of the Jewish Museum, New
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York. At the same time, other paintings
are  of specifically Christian  interest -
the  Ben  Uri  owns a  small  watercolour
of Exeter Cathedral.  Hart's patrons in-
cluded both Jews and Christians.  Both
would have been interested in his  Bib-
lical  paintings  and in the Jewish genre
scenes, since the taste at that time was
very much for exotic subjects.

Three of the most important Anglo-
Jewish artists of the nineteenth century
came   from   the   same   family.   They
were  Abraham,   Rebecca  and  Simeon
Solomon.  Their parents,  Meyer,  a  suc-
cessful  hatter  and Catherine,  a  talented
amateur painter,  moved on the fringes
of fashionable society and were finan-
cially  secure  enough  to  allow  three  of
their eight children to become artists.

Abraham, their fourth son, was born
in  1823. At the age of 13 he entered the
Royal  Academy Schools , still the best

place to train as a painter.  He did paint
one or two Jewish subjects early in his
career.  The  first  picture  he  exhibited,
entitled "A  Rabbi Expounds the Scrip-
tures",   was  shown  at  the   Society  of
British Arts in  1840. These subjects do

Renewal of
Vows on the
Scrolls of
the Law
'`.\`

Simeon
Solomon

not  reappear  in  his  later  works.  He  is
best known for his genre pictures, par-
ticularly  the  pair  "First  Class  -  The
Meeting" and "Second Class -the Part-
ing"    which    became    well-known
throughout  England  as  a  result  of nu-
merous engravings and copies.

Abraham died in  1862 and his obitu-
ary  in the /ewj.sA  Cfe;.o#!.c/e described
him as "an honour to the faith to which
he  sincerely  and  devotedly  adhered".
His  decision  not  to  paint  Jewish  sub-

jects  is  most probably due to his  wish
to  move  in  respectable  society  and  he
therefore  would  not  have  wanted  to
draw too much attention to his religion.

His sister Rebecca was born in  1832
and  studied  at  Spitalfields  School  of
Design.  Her work  was exhibited regu-
larly  all  over  the  country  during  the

years   1850-1874.  She  also  worked  in
the studios of established artists includ-
ing Millais.  Rebecca was an observant
Jewess.  Even  when  leading  a  particu-
larly  flamboyant  and  risque  social  life
in the company of her younger brother,
she kept kosher and observed the Jew-
ish  festivals.  Many  of her works  have
been  lost,  but  in  those  that  have  been
traced there are no obvious Jewish sub-

jects.  This  is  most  likely  to  have  bccn
the  result  of  her  strong  belief  and  a
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sentiment that Jewish  ritual  was  inap-

propriate for painting.
The youngest Solomon, Simeon, was

born  in   1840.   He  and  Rebecca  were
very close in early years and it was she
who  was  responsible  for his  religious
education.  From  an  early  age  he  pro-
duced   a  number  of  works  both   on
Biblical  themes  and  depicting  Jewish
ritual  and  ceremony.  An  article  in the
/ewz.sA  Cfero#z.c/e in  1862  praised him
as  "most  successful  as  a  delineator of
Jewish subjects".

His  interest  in  Biblical  subjects  in-
creased   with   his   association   with
the  pre-Raphaelite   movement  which
worked from Biblical, poetic and liter-
ary  sources.  Although he continued to
produce  works  of specifically  Jewish
interest  such  as  "The   Scrolls  of  the
Law", exhibited at the Royal Academy
in   1871,  he  also  became  interested  in
Christianity as reflected in works such
as   "The   Mystery   of  Faith"  of  1870
which  shows  a  young  priest  elevating
the host.

In   1873,  Simeon  was  arrested  in  a

public   urinal   with   a   60   year-old
stableman   and   charged  with  homo-
sexual  offences.  He  was  released  on
bail  paid by members of his own fam-
ily,  but  was  never again accepted into
respectable  society.  His work was not
shown again at the Royal Academy or
any  of the  other  prestigious  galleries
and  instead  he  seems  to  have  had  to
rely  on  the  support  of his  family  and
friends who purchased works from him
to help him out.  Several of these were
of  Jewish  festivals.   For  example,  he
produced   several   variations   on   the
theme  of the  Scrolls  of the  Law  and
two  drawings  from  this  period  in  the
Ben   Uri   Collection   show  synagogue
scenes. The subject matter may well have
been suggested to him by his buyers.

The work of simeon Solomon is of-
ten  confused  with  that  of Solomon  J.
Solomon who became the second Jew-
ish  RA  in  1906.  In  fact,  when the  Ben
Uri decided to investigate the possibil-
ity  of  mounting  an  exhibition  of his
work and visited the archives of a well-
known  auction  house,  we  found  that
there was only one file for S. Solomon,
which contained works by both artists.
Solomon  was  an  observant  Jew.   His
daughters  recall   "father  neither  rode
nor  entered  his  studio  on  a  Saturday"
and he was a committed member of the
Jewish  community.  He  was  a  founder
member  and   first   President   of  the
Maccabeans, a social and cultural soci-
ety of leading professionals and played
an important role as advisor to the Jew-
ish   Educational   Aid   Society's   Art
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Committee,  which  awarded  grants  to
promising  students.  Amongst those to
whom  he gave  a personal  recommen-
dation  were  Jacob  Epstein  and  David
Bomberg.

Today,  Solomon is best known as a

portrait painter. In his lifetime, the large
epic  paintings that he  exhibited at the
Royal  Academy  each  year  were  par-
ticularly  popular.  Some  of these  were
of Biblical scenes -his first major suc-
cess  was  "Samson",  exhibited  at  the
Royal Academy in  1887 and now in the
Walker  Art  Gallery  in  Liverpool.  He
also regularly painted mythological and
allegorical  subjects.  He  was  in  demand
for painting prominent members of the
Jewish community. Among his non-Jew-
ish   sitters   he   numbered   the   most
important people in the country, includ-
ing   the    King,    Queen   and   Prime
Minister. A charming waterco]our enti-
tled  "High  Tea  in  the  Succah",  in  the
Jewish Museum, New York, is the only
example  I  have been  able  to  find  of a
work in his hand showing a Jewish cel-
ebration. Perhaps he did not paint such
scenes more frequently because he was
aware that his talents lay elsewhere and
that  it  was  his  portraits  that  were  in
demand.   Furthermore,   portraiture
would  have  been  considered  a  loftier
form of art amongst the elegant society
in which he moved.

Solomon's   younger   sister,   Lily
De]issa  Joseph,   showed   a  talent   for

painting at an early age and her brother
gave  her  some  painting  lessons.  Like
him she was a committed Jew and was
involved  in  a  great  deal  of charitable
work.  Also,   like  her  brother,  Jewish
themes  are  rarely  found  in  her  work.
Instead she specialised in portraits and
scenes  of London.  She  also  painted  a
series of interiors of the National  Gal-
lery.  Little  of her  work  has  survived.
Many  of her  paintings  she  destroyed
herself,  either  by  discarding  them,  or
by working and reworking the faces of
her portraits  until  they  were  ruined.  It
has been  suggested that this may have
been  the  result  of her  deep  personal
orthodoxy  which  inhibited  her  from
making  an  idol.  Luckily,  one  painting
to  survive  her  destructive  urge  is  the
marvellous  "Self  Portrait  with  Can-
dles",  now  in  the  Ben  Uri  Collection.
Dressed  in  a  modest  outfit  and  head-
scarf, the artist shows herself with the
Slfeczbbczz  Candles.  Of the  28  paintings
included in an exhibition of her work at
Ben  Uri  in  1946,  it  is  one  of only two
with  a  Jewish  theme.  The  other  is  a
Biblical  scene.

It     was     said     of    Sir     William
Rothenstein,  "One  must  never  forget

his  predominantly   Jewish   ancestry,
though  he  often  appeared  to  forget  it
himself'.  He was born  in  Bradford  in
I 872, the son of recent German immi-
grants.  His  father became  a  Unitarian
but  his  mother  insisted  that  he   was
brought up in the Jewish faith as well.
Although his own leaning was to Chris-
tianity and he had himself baptised, he
wa;s also Bar Mitzrvah.

In   1904,   he   visited  the   Machzike
Hadass Synagogue in Spitalfields in the
company   of  Solomon   J.   Solomon's
lawyer  brother  and  was  totally  trans-
fixed  by  the  sight  of Jews  at  prayer.
"Here were subjects Rembrandt would

have painted ... the like of which I never
thought to have  seen  in  London".  His
knowledge  of  Jewish  law  was  obvi-
ously  shaky:  he  wanted  to  set  up  and
draw in the synagogue but was told this
was impossible. He persuaded some of
the men to sit for him at a room that he
rented  nearby  and  over  the  next  two

years completed eight paintings of Jews
at their Devotions.  These  proved  very
popular with Jews and non-Jews  alike
and one was bought for the Tate Gallery.

There is evidence that Rothenstein's
non-Jewish friends found his interest in
Jewish subjects distasteful. He wrote to
one  in  1904,  "I  am painting only Jews
all the time. That may be distasteful to
you  ...  but our children  are very  clean
and I shave two or three times a week".
After he had finished the  series he did
not return to Jewish subject matter.

Although   Rothenstein   did   not  be-
come  a  practising  Jew,  he  agreed  to
serve on the Art Committee of the Jew-
ish   Educational   Aid   Society   and
contributed to  the  fund  set  up  to  help
Jacob Epstein.  He was also instrumen-
tal  in helping Mark Gertler at the start
of his career.

At  this  period   it   seems   observant
Jews were less inclined to paint scenes
of Jewish life than those more assimi-
lated  into  English  society.  It  may  well
be that to those artists for whom Jewish
ritual  was  a  part  of everyday  life,  the
ceremonies and practices did not have
the same attraction as they did to those
who had left them behind and who dis-
covered in them  something exotic and
challengingl

JULIA WEINER wcrs bo;.#  ;.#  I/e#i.ce f.#  /96j.
She  s[udied  at  St  Edmund  Hall,  Ox./.ord  and  ai
the   Courtauld   lns[i[u[e   Of  Art   and   has   been
Curator  Of the  Ben  Uri  Col[ec[ion  since   ]99().
She  also wl.iles  regrilar[y  about  arl  in  the  Jew-
ish  Chron.late.  She  is  the  co-editor  o.i.  Jewish
Artists: The  Bell lJri Collection, a new, revised
and  enlal.ged  ca[alogue  o./. the  collection which
has  just   been   published   by   Lund   Humphl.ies
and   is   available  i.ron   [he   Ben   Uri   Gallery,
price  £]8-
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THIS INVITATION WAS VERY
well   received  -  we  had   never
been to Scandinavia before. The

food pack was fantastic. We were told
the kosher food was prepared by an old
lady  in  Copenhagen.  The  flight  took
one  hour forty-five  minutes.  We  were
met by the Chief Rabbi, Bent Melchior.

Copenhagen  was  looking very  grey
after rain and mist, but suddenly on our
way to the hotel the sun came through
the  clouds.  A  good  omen,  on  a  good
day, Tuesday, the third day of creation
when God repeated "and it was good"
twice.   We   noticed   trees   covered   in
sacks   for   protection   from   winter
weather.

We arrived at Hotel Arthur Frommer,
which was in the centre of copenhagen,
with  a  huge  lake,  boating,  ducks  and

pavilion  just  opposite.  A  lovely  spot.
This hotel, a stately old brick building
outside,  but  inside  it  was  the  best  of
Danish  design.  In  our room  was  a  tel-
egram of welcome to Copenhagen and
a huge basket of gorgeous fruit. So per-
fect, they could have been wax.

Since we arrived at 2.40pm and din-
ner was at 5.00pm, we decided to walk
for one hour.  Danes eat dinner around
five,  later in  the  evening refreshments
are  eaten   such   as  cheese,   cake  and
drinks.

We walked by the lake and then dis-
covered shops and a htt]e market. The
houses look like those in Amsterdam.

Bent and Lilian  Melchior called for
us.  Bent  tells  us  that  he  has  only just

passed   his   driving   test,   which   he
wanted to do before we arrived so that
they could take us out.  He did not have
a car. There are just no parking facili-
ties;  he  takes  hired  cars.   We  had  to
walk  upstairs to their large apartment.
Many  grand  brick  buildings  have  no
accommodation  for  lifts.  On  entering
the Melchior home, one feels the warm
atmosphere  of an  affectionate  family
with  children  and  grandmothers.  The
two   grandmothers   were   complete
opposite,  but  blended  happily  together.
Bent's   mother,   the   "Dowager   Reb-
betzin", an intellectual, dependable, kind
lady,  was  tall  and  looked  like  a  solid
Scandinavian.  She  took  charge  of all
Jewish births, marriages and deaths for
the Government when her husband, the
then   Chief  Rabbi,  passed  away.   Lil-
ian's mother was Romanian, plump and
pleasant and we spoke Yiddish to each
other  and  I  understood  her  life  story
very well.

The apartment was warm and mod-
ern.  We  sat at  a  long table  to  eat  liver
and meats of all kind, beetroots and hot
vegetables.  After the dessert, we drink
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coffee and that goes on for a long time.
I count ten phone calls to our host dur-
ing the evening.

Wednesday, when we came down to
breakfast  it  was  dark  as  night,  even
though it was mid-March. There was a
large buffet table with food neatly laid
out. I came back to the table to find L.J.
had  gone  to  the  table  with  candles  in
candlesticks and brought  one  and lit it
for us. The first time I 'd ever had break-
fast by candlelight.

We spent some time looking around
on  our own.  It  was  less  cold  and  very
bright.  We  wandered by  shops and,  at
an old antique shop with lots of things
to do with the sea, we saw through the
window  on  a  shelf a  churchwarden's
pipe and we were sure we could make
out Hebrew letters. Examining it, they
were.  There  was  a  picture  of  Moses
and the two tablets of stone with the ten
commandments. The proprietor said it
was about one hundred and fifty years
old and was thought to have belonged
to  a  Jewish  merchant  from  Hamburg
who  had  it  made  especially  for  him.
With  a price tag of i l2  it was bought
immediately  and  is  now  in  the cabinet
to  remind us of this  special  encounter.
We  discovered   Copenhagen   and  ex-

plored    and    ate    our   first    Danish
sandwich.

Dinner again at the Melchiors. Lilian
is  a  fantastic   cook.   Their  eldest   son
leads the  B#e;. A4z.vote  and he  certainly
led us in benching, singing and actions.
At the reception for Louis' lecture there
were laid out neat rows of food, home-
made little cfeo//o/, kosher cheese, beer
and chocolate cake. The hall was packed.
L.J. spoke on "We Have Reason To Be-
lieve" and was amazed at the response to
his talk. They all  understood English.  In
the  introduction,  Bent  described  L.J'.s
books as a rabbi's reference.

Early Thursday morning saw us pot-
tering   around   the   old   shops.   The
weather was still holding out. Later we
were taken to the University where we
met  various  professors.   Bent  is  also

professor here. We saw his study which
contained   an   unusual   bookshelf  ar-
rangement.  Everywhere  the  buildings
have old structures but are modern  in-
side.   While   L.J.   gave   his   lecture   I
wandered around into  a courtyard and
University square.

Afterwards  we   were  taken   to  the
beautiful   synagogue.  The  Communal
House  and  Synagogue  offices  belong
to the Community, not the Synagogue.

The Melchiors called early for a ride
along the coast from where, he told us,
they escaped to cross the sea during the
war.  We  passed good-looking  houses,
many made from wood, with huge gar-
dens,  trees,  also  blocks  of  high  flats
that  were  built  on  high  ground  tower-
ing   above.   We   drove   around   the
harbour,  saw  the  ships  and  ferry.  Wc
could  see  the  lights  of Malmo  in  the
distance.  Sweden  from  here  was  only
three miles away.

It  was  now  dark  and  had  started  to
rain.  Bent  lost  the  way,  it  was  hard  to
see through the window. L.J. became the
car   director.   We   were   looking   for
Kronberg Castle. Louis found a signpost.

Suddenly   we   saw   Hamlet   Hotel.
Bent  parked.  We  crossed  two  moats,
then we saw houses around the castle -
it could  have been  Windsor.  One  of a

group of spires looked ghostly lit with
a  red  and  green  light  turning  around
and around.  Acting  as a  lighthouse?  It
was  romantic  even  on  such  a  night  to
be in these famous castle grounds. Then
we  rode  to the  King's  summer  palace
and  the  "inn".   Bent  told  us  that  our

Queen  had  stayed here  and the  king's
other  guests  who  visit  in  the  summer
stay  in  this  inn.  It  was  used  as  a  hotel
when not in use by the summer guests.

We were welcomed profusely by the
staff.   It  .was  the   most   exclusive   and
expensive place in Denmark.  Bent said
it was a very gracious token that being
the  Chief  Rabbi   he  was  granted  the

pleasure  of having  his  son's   bcr;.;72/./z-
vcrfe  celebration here and tonight was a
very rare  occasion.  We  will  never  for~

get it: the beautiful, large dining room,
logs  crackling  away  in the  grand  fire-

place,  enormous  vases  of crisp  tulips,
pots  of cyclamen.  All  the  tables  were
set, although no one else was there. We
sat at a large round table nearest to the
fire. There were four candles alight on
it. The hors d'oeuvres arrived: so many
different  varieties  of fish.  We  had  all
the time we wanted to eat. And then we
were  told the  main  dish  would  be  the
most  wonderful  fish  we had  ever  had.
And it was. Then came the cheeses, pan-
cakes with jam and coffee ...

Con[iniied on  next  1)age
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Next afternoon the taxi called to take
us to the Community Centre where we
were, with others, to board a coach to
the   Maccabi   Farm   House.   This  was
bought by the treasurer of the commu-
nity  and  run  by  his  son  and  daughter.
They do everything and cook for forty
visitors  regularly.  They  make  a  Srfec!b-
ba/    for   the   non-religious,   besides
staging other events, like our own. Very
dedicated to Judaism, these good peo-
ple  try  to  influence  others.  We  were
told that this weekend very few people
would know each other.

We drove out of the city, past unend-
ing   fields   and   woods.   Then   at   last,
farmhouse and church and onto a rough
track  that  seemed  hardly  used,  to  the
Maccabi  House.  Again a  very modern
interior.  The  large  room  used  for  the
discussions boasted an open fire. Across
one  wall   was  a  bronze  wallplate,  the
showpiece of the room. It was bought at
an exhibition for i 10,000 and made by
an  Israeli  artist.  There  were  cushions
scattered around the floor. It all looked
modern, yet cosy.  We had the Slfec!bbczf
meal  which was artistically laid out as
well  as tasty.  After the meal  we all sat
around and took as much as we wished
from the large drinking bowl. We then
all   had  to  say  something  about  our-
selves  as  they  do  in  the  USA.  There
was  a  young  rabbi   in  the  group  and
people from different walks of life, like
the  man  from   Malmo,  Sweden,  who
dealt  in  boats,  not  small  boats,  Boats
with  a  capital  "8" as he corrected me.
He was American but lived in  Sweden
since his wife was Swedish, but he en-

joyed   an   occasional   encounter  with
Judaism. Then the topic for the evening
was   Mysticism   by   L.J.   On    Sfeczbbo/
morning the  Cfeczzcz#  from Gothenberg
dcrve#ec/.  Bent Melchior and his eldest
son  were  there  too.  Then  a  few  of us
had  a  walk  around  the  woods,  which
are   the   King's   hunting   ground   for
foxes.  Most beautiful  Danish country-
side...

After lunch, a little guest of six-and-
a-half benched almost by heart.  A  few
ladies  say  they  belong  to  WIZO,  now
we don't seem to feel so far from home.
We  all  went  out  again,  to  return  to  a
two-hour discussion. It was on Identity.
Everyone's   identification  -  different
reasons,  our private  reasons.  To go  to
Israel?  To  return  to Judaism  or ortho-
doxy,   or   semi-orthodoxy?   And   the
struggle to preserve Judaism.  A young
man  from  Geneva  called  Stephen  was
there  and a  few people  from  different
places  in  Sweden  as well  as  Denmark.
Tea  was  served  during the discussion,
with  everyone  sitting  around and talk-
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ing things  out,  I  felt  I  was back  in the
Kibbutz in wartime England again.

There   was  a   short  break   before
evening  service.  A  little  boy  held  the
f7czvda/cz4  candle.  Then  a  marvellous
sandwich   buf`fet   which   we   all   ate
around  the  fire,  with  low  lights.  The
bronze  was  sparkling  in  the  firelight,
the stereo was on, some danced Israeli
dances  and  others  had  private  discus-
sions  with   L.J.   No  one  went  to  bed
before  I.00am.

Everyone was very much awake the
next   morning.   It   was   Sunday,   21st
March, the first day of Spring. It was a
beautiful morning, so many snowdrops
around and so many birds.  So much to
spell Spring. A general talk by L.J. with

questions,  all  informal,  ended  with  a
sandwich lunch laid out like a banquet.

Early  Monday  morning  we  left  by
plane  for Oslo.  We  boarded  this  two-
engined   Swissair  plane  through   the
under carriage.  It was a lovely,  sunny,
bright day, the sea was glistening in the
sun. From the air I glimpsed mountains
and all  along, islands, pines, snow and
summer houses.

We were met and taken immediately
for a drive on high ground. There was
loads  of  snow.   We  were  taken  to  a
typical Norwegian restaurant, all made
of wood,  log walls, fires burning, can-
dles,  in  Viking  architectural  style.  At
our hotel  we  were told:  "Have a good
rest until we will call". But they do not
know  us.  Instead,  we  walked  through
the City to the Palace and Park and saw
the guards.  We were called for at four
by  a  prominent  leader in  the  commu-
nity. He took us for a long drive past an
enormous warehouse which he owned.
Few  people  had  phones  in  their  cars
then. He did and he wanted us to phone
to see how our youngsters were faring
at home. We thought they'd get a shock
so  we  did  not  avail  ourselves  of  his
kind offer.

We  drove  into  Oslo  to  the  lecture
hall.  There we met relatives of people
we  know  and  even   a  cousin   of  our
daughter-in-law   Tirza.   There   w.ere
many  in  the  community  from  Poland
and they spoke Yiddish.

L.J.   spoke   on   `Judaism   and   the
Whole  Man'.  That  was  a  title  on  the

posters. Afterwards, a drive through the
city, all  lit up, a short walk and then to
the hotel.

Breakfast  is  really  an  experience  in
this hotel. There were two stout ladies
with   white   overalls   and  they   served
from the buffet table and kitchen every
conceivable  breakfast  food  and  dairy
cream.  Everyone  seemed  to  be  eating
everything.  We  were  told  they  do  not
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eat again until the evening.
Later   we   flew   the   45   minutes  to

Stockholm.
We decided to have a little explora-

tion of the  city  ourselves.  As we  were
walking,   L.J'.s  smart  black  hat  flew
off.  As he says,  "for all  I  know it may
sail down the Baltic to where my zczz.c7¢
came from, Tels".  A  nice thought, but
in  the  freezing  cold  it  was  not  much
fun.  So  we  made  our  way  to  the  big
store with counters full of men's warm
hats. This new black warm hat has now
travelled to Moscow, all over the USA
and,  of  course,  walking  to  the  New
London   Synagogue   in   our   snowy
weather.

The  Chief Rabbi  of Sweden,  Rabbi
Morton  Narrowe,  took  us  to  another
beautiful  restaurant.  Here  again,  logs
burning and near the fireplace an enor-
mous  bowl  of tulips,  candles  on  the
tables  and  low  lights.  We  had  mush-
room soup to warm us up and a special
kosher fish that was specially prepared.
Again, no bread, like Oslo.

We  went  to  the  Communal  Centre
which was next door to the Synagogue.
There   was  a   very   large   attendance.
Many   students.   A   most   interesting
evening   with   many   questions.   L.J'.s
books had been studied for the past two
years.  Afterwards  L.J.  was  signing  all
the way.

Last  stop!   The  Rabbi's  apartment,
which  was  in  the  same  block  as  the
Israeli   Embassy.   Here,   like   all   the
lovely places, the fire and the candles,
but jt was a little different from the rest
because  there  were  no  electric  ceiling
lights  but  a  real  candlelit  chandelier.
There   were   specially   long  matches
made to light them.

Up at 6.30am. We had two full hours
to   wander   around.   By   8.30   we   had
walked  to  and through  the  area  of the
Palace. Around the old city, the narrow
streets, the old shops and the place cov-
ered  in  snow,  all  looked  like  a  C ........
card setting!

To  the  Communal  House where we
met  up  with  the  Rabbi  and  librarian.
We were shown  L.J'.s books. We read
the notice:-

"He who can read and does not read

is not better than one who cannot read".
A  last  look  at  the  pines.  And  then

home, as my diary says, "on the worst
flight with the worst food"I
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IIfr4o'J'I
William  Wolff

0NEOFM¥woRSTMor\AINTs
of recent weeks  came as  I was
listening   to   another   rabbi

proclaiming  on  the  radio  why  women
must  not  sing  at  the  Temple  wall  in
Jerusalem. He did not throw the kitchen
sink into his argument, just the Messiah.
And  if I  were  to  quote  the rest of his
reasons, both the editor and I would be

prosecuted     under     the     Obscene
Publications Act.

My anger blazed firstly against him
for  publicly  staining  and besmirching
Judaism.

Then it switched to those who mind-
lessly accord to some orthodox rabbi, of
whom no one has ever heard, the right
to  speak  for  the  whole  of  Judaism.
When are we going to make it clear to
both the Jewish and non-Jewish public
that ultra-orthodoxy now stands on the
fringes of Judaism, that in America the
vast  majority  belong  to  Reform  and
Conservative  congregations,  and  that
elsewhere  Progressive  Judaism  articu-
lates     the     views     held     by     the
overwhelming majority of Jews?

The  fact  that  we  are  not  automati-
cally   heard,   especially   on   women's
issues,  is  a giant failure  on  our part.  It
is  an  equal  failure that when the  Pres-
ton  report  on the  lamentable  plight  of
women inside Anglo-Jewish orthodoxy
was  published  some  months  ago,  we
were the dogs who did not bark.

By  that  silence  we  let  down  our-
selves,  and worse, the whole of Anglo
Jewry.

***

BE#¥o:]£an:¥°s::r°:ne:s;uErF::.:sS:aa:e:1
Brodie(rememberhim?),StanleyKalms
of the  Dixon  and  Curry  shops  funded
some  of  Immanuel  Jakobovits'   pet
projects.
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Now  Jonathan  Sacks  has  found  Dr
Michael   Sinclair,  who  made  his  for-
tune in the health industry.

No,  I  know  no  more  about  him  ei-
ther.  But  I  wish  we  could  find  one  or
more  like him..

***

TREONI30RTWOWAVESTHAT
lapped  around  the  community
after    a    report    that    some

consultants in the Health Service were
thevictimsofanti-Semitism,ebbedaway
fast.

Maybe because anti-Semitism is not
seen as a major problem in this country.

I hear of a jumbo firm of accountants
who have not a Jew on their mammoth
staff. They are an exception in that pro-
fession.   Both  the  law  and  academia
seem  mercifully  clear  of  such  exclu-
sion.  The  fact  is that  when  one  digs  a
little  more  deeply  into  most  reported
cases,  one usually hits  upon a clash  of

personalities.
And anti-Semitism is used as a dag-

ger in a duel not about Jews, but about
incompatibilities.  A  nasty,  sometimes
deadly  weapon.   But  not  usually  the
main  issue.

***

THE REASON I DO NOT MAKE
my   congregations   face   the
door as they welcome the Sabbath

brideonFridaynightsisdeeplyFreudian.
It is buried in one childhood summer

spent in the little town of Zandvoort on
Holland's  North   Sea  coast.   On  the
beach they sold not only ice creams but
Persian rugs. On that fatal Friday night
in the little synagogue, we were bowing
towards  the  door  and  singing   Bowee
Kc!//czfe  -  Come  in   Bride.  The  door
opened. In waddled the rug seller called
Perez.

His face went a deeper crimson than
any  of his  wares.  And  my  twin  and  I
went   into   unstoppable  giggles.   One
Sunday  afternoon  this  summer  I  was
striding past  new  hotels  and blocks  of
flats towards the Zandvoort beach.  My
eye was  caught by a dark grey slab of
marble  parked  across  the  road  with  a
large Star of David on its face.

I went to look. "On this site", it said,
"stood  the  synagogue  which  was  de-

stroyed under German occupation on 4
August  1940 -1  Av 5700".

I dragged myself down to the beach.
They were still selling ice creams.

But they had stopped selling Persian
rugs -as long ago as August  1940.

***

TVICEAWEEKSIHBESTRIDES
our  screens  with  great  verve,  a
first name invented by  the poet

Jonathan  Swift for a girl  friend  called
Esther, and a central European mongrel
surname that cannot decide whether it
wants to be hard as rock or soft as felt.
She has deserted Marks and Spencer's,
and has yet to discover weight watchers.

She flaunts her Jewishness like /sz.fsj.Z
hanging out over and under the shirt.

Add  a  dash  of sex  and  a  dollop  of
jollity  and  Vanessa  just  is  the  finest
tonic  for  Anglo-Jewry's  capacity  to
squirml

RaLbbl W"am Wolff is minister Of the Brighton
and Hove Progressive Synagogue. He previously
served  at  Thames   Valley,   Reading,   in   Milton
Keynes, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and was assistant
to  Rabbi  Hugo  Gi.yn  at  the  West  London  Syna-
gogue,  Upper Berkeley Stl.eet.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of  Jewish  cultural  and  intellectual  events  of  a  high  level  within  easy  reach  of  a  large
aud-Ience.  F3egular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library, cafeteria,
extensive grounds and tennis courts.  Membership also brings advance information about events,
priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to MAMA.  Membership can  be
on  either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for  1994 are:

Single  membership

Family  membership

£20.50

£32.50

Senior citizen/student single                    £16.75

Senior citizen-family                                    £23.75

Existing  subscribers to  MAMA  may deduct the  unexpired  portion  of their subscription  from  the
Manor  House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from  Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

Tuesday 25th October 1994 8.00 p.in.
An  Evening of Poetry and Music with Anne  F]anasinghe,

Hannah  Lang  (flute) and  Peter Hewlett (piano)

Wednesday 16th  November 1994 8.00 p.in.
Jews and Science

Professor Lawrence Freedman will speak of the tremendous role
Jews have played   in Science over the past fifty years

21st November-15th  December 1994
JACKIE  KING-CLINE

sculpture and works on paper

30th  November 1994 8.00 p.in•in association with the B'nei B'rith Jewish  Music  Festival  '94

A  F?ecital  with Vivienne  Bellos,  Soprano,  Chani  Smith,  Flute
and Alexander Knapp,  Piano

ART  COUF}SES
Ten week daytime courses from  llth October -13th  December 1994

Tuesdays  10.00 am -  12.30 pin and  1.30 pin -4.00 pin

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS
Thursdays  1.15 -2.00 pin

Autumn Series:  October  13th  and 27th,  November  loth  and 24th
December 8th and  15th

Printed by  FF]EEDMAN  BF{OS.  (PRINTEF]S)  LTD.,  St.  Albans  Lane,  London  NW117QB   081-458 3220
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